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This thesis presents new insights into how strong and tough silk fibres can be spun under 
benign conditions in Nature. This new knowledge provides inspiration for the development 
of novel bio-inspired processes and feedstocks that will hopefully be able to produce 
environmentally friendly high-performance materials. 
Silk spinning has fascinated humans throughout history and lately, primarily due to its 
outstanding property-processing relationship. The mechanical properties of silk fibres 
easily compete with synthetic fibres but are spun at only ambient conditions without the 
need for harsh solvents. However, recreating this process has proven challenging to date. 
Although the main mechanisms such as shear flow as well as pH and the ionic environment 
are well explored, their interactions especially in the context of extensional flow have not 
been addressed to date.  
Therefore, in this work I investigate the effect of extensional flow on native silk proteins. My 
findings show that although being the main flow field in fibre spinning, extensional flow 
alone is not sufficient to create silk fibres at natural spinning speeds. Extending this work 
by combining both a pH change and subsequent extensional stretching, I have shown that 
native silk proteins exhibit improved spinnability and ultimately can be spun into fibres that 
even outperform native silk.  
Following, I investigated the effect of metal ions on the flow properties of silk and found that 
the sensitivity of the silk feedstock to alignment and aggregation can be altered by adding 
metal ions such as KCl, CaCl2, LiBr and LiCl. 
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This chapter provides an introduction to silkworm and spider silk explaining why it is 
interesting to study these fascinating materials. Additionally, the natural silk spinning 
process is described as well as different approaches trying to spin artificial silk fibres. The 
section “Artificial silk spinning” of this chapter is based on my review paper “Progress and 
Trends in Artificial Silk Spinning: A Systematic Review” published in the journal ACS 
Biomaterials Science & Engineering.1  
1.1 What is silk and why is it interesting? 
Silks are generally defined as structural proteins that are spun, on demand, into fibres for 
use outside the body by thousands of arthropod species such as silkworms, honey bees, 
dragon flies, lacewings and spiders (Figure 1).2-3 Some silks have evolved over hundreds 
of millions of years for a specific purpose such as web construction, prey capture, offspring 
and self-protection alongside many others. The biodiversity of silks results in a great variety 
of physical properties, composition and structures.4-6  
 
 
Figure 1: Examples of common silk spinners. a Silkworms b Lacewings. Credit: Green lacewing 
(https://flic.kr/p/2aVF9nQ) from Brad Smith licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0 c Spiders d Honey bees. Credit: 
Honey bee (https://flic.kr/p/2aVF9nQ) from Renee Grayson licensed under CC BY 2.0 e Dragonflies. Credit: 
Dragon fly (https://flic.kr/p/bCtx3v) from Tom Shockey licensed under CC BY 2.0.  
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However, the term ‘silk’ is most commonly associated with textiles, specifically the fibres 
unravelled from cocoons spun by the silkworm Bombyx mori.7 This ‘queen of textiles’ has 
been used by humans for thousands of years in the production of luxury apparel due to its 
appearance, soft touch and durability, and is today produced on a commercial scale in 
quantities of hundreds of thousands of tonnes per annum.8-9  
Another type of silk that found early uses by humans is spider silk, which combines 
outstanding mechanical properties with biodegradability and biocompatibility. Ancient 
Greeks used it to heal bleeding wounds, while Australian aborigines used the silk of a 
tropical spider to make fishing lines and New Guinea natives manufactured fishing nets and 
bags.10  
Nowadays, silkworm and spider silk receive increased attention from a sustainable 
processing point of view as they possess a very interesting property-processing 
relationship. The silk fibres are spun at ambient temperatures under very mild conditions 
with only water as solvent and yet have remarkable mechanical and biodegradable 
properties.11-13 This sophisticated spinning process, which has been shown to be 1000 
times more efficient compared to the current processes for making synthetic polymer 
fibres,14 creates a multi-scale hierarchical structure in the fibres which is responsible for its 
mechanical properties. 
Silkworm silk for example, which has not specifically been evolved for single fibre load-
bearing applications but rather for forming a non-woven composite protective cocoon 
around the silkworm moth, possesses a strength of 360 MPa and a toughness of 50.5 
MJ/m3 which is better than other natural fibres and in a similar range with nylon and 
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Figure 2: Stress-strain curves of Bombyx mori and spider dragline silk. The mechanical properties of other 
synthetic and natural fibres are shown as a comparison. This image was taken from the Natural Materials 
Group’s image library. 
On the other hand, spider dragline silk which serves as web frame and radii as well as a 
life line when spiders are in danger has a remarkable combination of high strength and 
toughness (1150 MPa and 214.5 MJ/m3)16 which cannot be found elsewhere in Nature and 
any other synthetic materials. The properties are not only superior to all natural fibres such 
as wool, cotton, etc., but even outperform synthetic fibres (Figure 2).5, 17-19  
More specifically, spider dragline silk can absorb 3-4 times more energy before breaking 
compared to Kevlar, one of the strongest man-made fibres (Table 1).20 Another example of 
such superb properties is the orb weaving spider Caerostris darwini which produces webs 
that span 15 m wide rivers. Its dragline silk has a strength of 1652 MPa and an extensibility 
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Table 1: Tensile properties of silk compared to other materials. Data extracted from 15-17.  








Nephila edulis dragline silk 7.9 1.2 39 215 
Bombyx mori cocoon silk 8.5 0.4 19 51 
Wool (100% RHa) 0.5 0.2 50 60 
Elastin 0.001 0.002 150 2 
Synthetic rubber 0.001 0.05 850 100 
Nylon fibre 5 1 18 80 
Kevlar 49 fibre 130 3.6 2.7 50 
Carbon fibre 300 4 1.3 25 
High tensile steel 200 1.5 0.8 6 
a RH, relative humidity.     
 
1.2 Silkworm and spider silk 
The silkworm Bombyx mori (Figure 3a) spins a single fibre which is around 700-1500 m 
long and wrapped around the animal in a figure of eight pattern to form a cocoon for self-
protection during metamorphosis (Figure 3b).22-23 The fibre is a composite made up of two 
different proteins – fibroin and sericin. Two fibroin monofilaments, also called brins, which 
are individually 7-12 µm in diameter and have a circular to elliptical shape, form the main 
structural part of the fibre (diameter ~20 µm).24 Sericin serves as a sticky, glue-like coating 
around the brins which helps to bond the fibres together during cocoon formation (see 
Figure 3c).25  
Silk fibroin is a macromolecular complex which consists of proteins called heavy chain (H-
fibroin), light chain (L-fibroin) and fibrohexamerin (P25), a glycoprotein, which are present 
in a molar ratio of 6:6:1.26 H-fibroin and L-fibroin are covalently bonded together by a 
disulphide bond and P25 is associated with them by non-covalent forces.26-28 
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Figure 3: Bombyx mori silkworm silk. a The Chinese silkworm Bombyx mori. b Cocoon spun by the silkworm 
Bombyx mori. c Structure of the Bombyx mori silk fibre. The two fibroin monofilaments are covered by a sericin 
layer. Scalebar: 10 µm. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Nature, Surprising Strength of Silkworm 
Silk, Shao and Vollrath), Copyright 2002.  
The 5,263-residue H-fibroin chain has a molecular weight of 391 kDa and consists of the 
following amino acids: glycine (45.9 %), alanine (30.3 %), serine (12.1 %), tyrosine (5.3 %), 
valine (1.8 %) and small amounts of other amino acids.29 The primary structure can be 
roughly divided into 12 highly repetitive and 11 irregular regions alternating along the chain. 
Glycine-X repeat units, where X is alanine, serine, tyrosine, valine and threonine, form the 
repetitive domains, with GAGAGS being the main motif.29 The non-repetitive domains with 
42-43 residues mainly consist of charged, aromatic and bulky amino residues with larger 
side groups, for example phenylalanine (Phe), tyrosine (Tyr) and tryptophan (Trp).29  
The L-fibroin chain has a much lower molecular weight (25 kDa) and consists of irregular 
amino acid sequences. The role of the light chain in the silk formation process is not entirely 
clear yet.28 
The glycoprotein P25 has a molecular weight of around 30 kDa and is secreted together 
with H-fibroin.30 It is considered important in maintaining the integrity of silk fibres by forming 
hydrophobic interactions with the H-fibroin chain(s).26 P25 is unique as it is the only N-
glycosylated protein within the fibroin complex.26 
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The solid silk fibre consists of disordered and ordered domains which are responsible for 
the remarkable mechanical properties (Figure 4). The ordered domains are highly oriented 
parallel to the fibre axis and are formed by crystalline b-sheets due to inter- and 
intramolecular forces such as hydrogen bonding, van der Waals forces and hydrophobic 
interactions in the repetitive domains of the H-fibroin chain.31 The size, aspect ratio and 
orientation of the b-sheet crystallites define the strength and stiffness of the silk fibre.5, 32 In 
contrast, the disordered domains which are mainly amorphous regions, that can be oriented 
to various degrees, determine the extensibility and therefore the toughness of the fibre.31 
Depending on the processing conditions the mechanical properties of the silk fibre can be 
significantly altered. It was shown that by force-reeling the fibre from the animal the strength 
and stiffness increase while the extensibility is reduced due to the higher orientation of the 
crystalline and amorphous parts.33-34 
 
 
Figure 4: The structure of silk fibres. The ordered (crystalline) domains are responsible for the strength and 
stiffness of the fibres whereas the disordered (amorphous) regions govern the fibre’s extensibility. This image 
was taken from the Natural Materials Group’s image library.  
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In contrast, spiders can change the mechanical properties of their silks by spinning from up 
to seven different glands. The mechanical properties of each silk are optimally tuned for 
serving its own purpose such as web construction, prey capture and offspring protection 
(Figure 5).5-6 Dragline silk which spiders use for the construction of the web frame and radii 
is spun from the major ampullate gland. Due to the exceptional mechanical properties of 
dragline silk, especially the one from Nephila spiders (Nephila clavipes35-36 and Nephila 
edulis37-38), it is the most intensively studied silk along with Bombyx mori silk.39-40 The 




Figure 5: The different silk glands and uses for each spider silk. There is a huge variation in the mechanical 
properties of each spider silk as they are used for very different purposes. This image was taken from the 
Natural Materials Group’s image library.  
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Dragline silks consist of two protein components which are named MaSp1 and MaSp2 
(Major ampullate Spidroins) for Nephila clavipes spiders. The amino acid composition of 
dragline silk is basically similar to the heavy fibroin chain from Bombyx mori with highly 
repetitive regions of glycine and alanine that are encompassed by non-repetitive terminal 
regions.20 The primary amino sequences however are very different.20 The spidroins consist 
of alternating alanine- and glycine-rich repeat units that are assigned to various structural 
motifs.41 In MaSp1 for example, polyalanine units (A)n are assigned to the crystalline b-
sheet regions and GGX repeats mainly form a-helix structures. Whereas, the main glycine 
repeat in MaSp2 GPGXX is suggested to be involved in forming b-turns.41-42 
1.3 Natural silk spinning 
This section describes the key mechanisms behind how silk is transformed from an 
aqueous silk solution into a solid, insoluble fibre. As Bombyx mori is the main focus in this 
research, the natural spinning process of this silkworm will be described in detail. However, 
fibre formation in spiders is similar despite having different silk glands, protein structures 
and a final fibre that is optimised for serving different functions.20, 42 
 
Silk is processed in highly specialised glands which in case of the silkworm can be divided 
into three divisions: posterior, middle and anterior division (Figure 6).43 In the narrow, 
entwined posterior division the fibroin proteins are synthesised by epithelial cells and 
expressed into the lumen of the gland.26, 30 In this part, the aqueous protein solution has a 
pH value of 6.9 and the fibroin concentration is around 12 wt%.44 The protein solution is 
then transported into the middle division, a broader S-shaped part, where it is stored for 
spinning as a highly viscous liquid (~26 wt%).43, 45 At this section in the gland the pH is 
around 5.2 and sericin is secreted around the fibroin proteins as a separate layer without 
mixing.43-44 
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Figure 6: The silk gland of the silkworm Bombyx mori. In this schematic only one of the two glands is shown. 
This image was taken from the Natural Materials Group’s image library. 
At the end of the middle division the proteins flow down a tapered part into the anterior 
division also called the gland duct. There, the diameter narrows down to around 50 µm 
while the metal ion composition changes and the pH further decreases to 4.8 due to 
vesicular proton pumps and a special type of epithelial cells that produce carbonic 
anhydrase.44, 46-47 Previous research has found that copper, magnesium, zinc, sodium and 
potassium ion levels increase from the posterior to the anterior division while calcium levels 
significantly decrease.45, 48-50 It has been postulated that ionic bonding between the metal 
anions and negatively charged side groups is responsible for controlling the viscosity in the 
silk gland51 and providing optimised storage conditions for the proteins prior to spinning.49 
Starting from the tapering part of the silk duct it is thought that the protein molecules align 
under shear and elongational forces due to their liquid crystalline behaviour.5, 47, 52 The 
proteins then gel due to the decrease in pH by suppressing the negatively charged amino 
acid residues in the fibroin proteins.47-48, 53-55  
During gelation the viscosity increases, and the silk feedstock can actively be pulled into a 
solid fibre by the silkworm. The fibre pulling creates an extensional flow field which causes 
the proteins to detach from the duct wall which is known as the internal draw down taper.47, 
56 The extensional flow field orients and aligns the molecules which leads to the formation 
of approximately half of the total b-sheets and the removal of the water shell around the 
fibroin.47 Before the silk fibre emerges from the spigot, both silk glands join and the 
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filaments pass the silk press which is thought to act as a restriction die that results in further 
water removal and molecular alignment.47 
As a conclusion, the common key factors involved in natural fibre formation in both spiders 
and silkworms are changes in metal ion concentration45, 48-50 and pH44, 46-47, 57 together with 
shear and elongational forces when the fibre is pulled from the gland.5, 43, 56, 58-59 
1.4 Artificial silk spinning 
Silk’s benign natural production combined with the interesting structure-property 
relationship has inspired researchers for more than 100 years in their attempts to spin 
artificial silks. Such bespoke fibres produced under environmentally friendly conditions can 
then be used for a range of new applications ranging from sutures, wound dressings and 
scaffolds for tissue engineering6, 60-62 to reinforcing polymer composites.63  
The following section provides an overview of all approaches for spinning artificial silk fibres 
in literature to date. Artificial silk spinning is comprised of three main parts which are 
illustrated in Figure 7. The first step is the preparation of the spinning dope, followed by the 
choice of the spinning setup and lastly various post-processing steps to improve the fibre 
properties. 
i) Spinning dope 
As in nature, artificial fibre spinning begins with the creation of a spinning dope. In case of 
silk, the feedstock is either made from native, regenerated or recombinant proteins. Native 
dope is obtained by dissecting silkworms or spiders and extracting the silk proteins directly 
from the silk gland.64-66 Whilst this feedstock is considered the gold standard, its preparation 
is both time consuming and expensive and thus not feasible for large-scale production.  
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Figure 7: Scheme showing the different approaches for artificial silk fibre production. The different colours 
represent RSF wet spun fibres (blue), RSF dry spun fibres (green) and recombinant wet spun fibres (red). For 
consistency, this colouring is maintained throughout the entire chapter. Abbreviations: hexafluoroacetone 
hydrate (HFA), hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP), formic acid (FA), n-methylmorpholine-n-oxide (NMMO), 
methanol (MeOH), isopropanol (IPA).  
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The second approach is the recombinant synthesis of silk-inspired proteins. Various silk 
protein motifs have been expressed by genetically modified organisms such as bacteria67, 
yeasts68 and insect cells69, along with both mammalian70 and plant cells71. Whilst industrially 
scalable, it is currently limited by the fact that it is very difficult to replicate the full length 
and sequence of a natural silk protein (i.e. 100’s of kDa), and thus the resulting dopes 
contain silk-inspired proteins of a reduced molecular weight.41, 72-74 Only recently it has been 
reported that synthetic spidroins with a molecular weight of 556 kDa could be recombinantly 
produced which hopefully can help opening new doors for artificial silk spinning.75 
Finally, it is possible to resolubilise previously spun silk fibres via a process called 
regeneration (also known as reconstitution).66, 76-78 Spider silk regeneration is challenged 
by the fact that these animals regularly produce small amounts of silk throughout their lives, 
thus acquiring sufficient raw material takes multiple spiders and several days of reeling as 
only around 0.8 mg of dragline spider silk can be reeled from one spider per day.77 However 
a few studies have achieved this technical feat and spun fibres from the resulting solution.76-
77 
This is in stark contrast to silkworms, which produce a large quantity of silk once in their life 
cycle for cocoon construction.79 These cocoons are in plentiful supply and can readily be 
regenerated into large quantities of feedstock using well established techniques.80 In 
general, B. mori silk regeneration is a three-step process: First is the removal of the glue-
like sericin coating of the fibres by a process known as degumming.81 In most cases this is 
done by boiling the cocoons in water with either sodium carbonate82, marseilles soap83, or 
mixtures of both84. Second, fibres are dissolved in strong chaotropic agents (LiBr, CaCl2, 
Ca(NO3)2) which disrupt their hydrogen bonded crystalline structure and enable rehydration 
of the proteins.85-86 Finally these chaotropic agents are dialysed away, leaving a silk 
feedstock solution ready to use.  
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Whilst regeneration is undoubtedly the most popular approach for silk feedstock 
preparation, over the past decade it has emerged that the silk proteins undergo partial 
degradation during this process. 87-89 This is likely due to the degumming step and such 
degradation in turn affects the regenerated silk’s processing potential and ultimate 
mechanical properties.66, 90-91 As a result, there are currently concerted efforts to improve 
this process and enable higher quality regenerated silks with more native like properties to 
be exploited.88, 92-93  
In summary, it is clear that there appear to be trade-offs for each approach in the production 
of an artificial silk dope with respect to achieving quality (native) or quantity (recombinant 
or regeneration).  
ii) Fibre spinning 
Due to their relative availability, regenerated and recombinant silk proteins have been used 
extensively by researchers to spin artificial fibres via both dry94-102 and wet67, 70, 72-74, 82-84, 103-
145 extrusion based spinning, as well as electrospinning90, 125, 146-152 processes and 
occasionally hand-drawn droplet spinning.113, 153 Here, the discussion is limited to dry and 
wet spun fibres (Figure 7) as these are the only methods to spin individual fibres in a 
controlled manner as electrospinning is mainly used for the preparation of nonwoven mats.  
Dry spinning is the process by which solidification of the fibre occurs due to evaporation of 
a volatile solvent.154 For wet spinning the protein/solvent solution is extruded through a 
spinneret directly into a non-solvent coagulation bath which initiates solidification into a fibre 
via precipitation.154 A variation which bridges both wet and dry spinning processes also 
exists which involves a small air gap prior to the coagulation bath and is known as dry-jet 
wet spinning.154  
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iii) Post-processing 
In general, as-spun silk fibres produced by both wet and dry spinning techniques are often 
brittle and have poor mechanical properties.97, 99, 131, 143 Therefore different post-processing 
methods have been applied to improve the mechanical performance via modulating protein 
order15, 95 and decreasing fibre diameter131 (Figure 7). For wet spun fibres, the most 
common post-processing methods are immersion in the coagulant for extended periods, 
manually or automatically applied post-drawing with different ratios, and in some cases 
steam-annealing.83, 107, 121 It appears that dry spun fibres have to be further dehydrated and 
later immersed in ethanol for continuing crystallisation.94-95, 99 Additionally, wet and dry spun 
fibres are post-drawn to increase both the order and alignment of the molecules.74, 100, 102, 
129, 131, 143 
1.5 Progress and trends in artificial silk spinning to date 
With so many variables in the process of artificial silk spinning, a direct comparison of 
mechanical properties is often difficult. Differences in the preparation of the spinning dope 
for example have a huge impact on the final performance of the spun fibres. The chemicals 
used for degumming and dissolution of the natural fibres alongside the processing time 
determine the degradation of the silk proteins and thus the molecular weight which directly 
impacts the mechanical properties87, 93. Other influencing factors are the protein 
concentration of the spinning dope, the choice of solvent and coagulant and the post-
processing conditions, to name the most important ones. However, when analysing the 
literature, it is possible to observe some interesting trends over time that shed light onto 
both challenges that have been overcome, and those still to be met. A complete list of all 
spinning approaches reported in literature to date together with the fibre properties can be 
found in Table 2, with data summarised in Figure 8. As a reference, the properties of spider 
dragline silk from Nephila edulis16 and natural Bombyx mori silk15 are shown as well. 
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Table 2: Overview of mechanical properties and processing conditions of all artificial silk fibres reported in literature. Information about how data was converted between different 
units can be found in Appendix A1. 




conc. Solvent Coagulant 
Draw 










Reference kDa wt% or (w/v)% - - - MPa % GPa MJ/m
3 µm 
Yazawa et al. 
1960 - n.a. concentrated magnesium nitrate 
saturated 
ammonium solution n.a. 2.5 g/den 20-25 n.a. n.a. n.a. 
Ishizaka et al. 
1989 - 12 
85 % phosphoric acid + 5.7 wt% 
dimethylformamide 
25% aqueous 
sodium sulfate 9.3 2.1 g/den 10.1 n.a. n.a. n.a. 
Matsumoto et al. 
1996  - 20 
40 wt% LiBr∙H2O in ethanol; 
ethanol with different water 
contents 
methanol, ethanol,  
isopropanol with 
10% aq.LiBr  
3.2 130 a 11 6.7 a 12.9 b 118.5 
Yao et al. 2002  - 10 hexafluoroacetone hydrate (HFA) methanol 3 321.2 a,b 16.1 b 5.3 a,b 37.6 a,b 40-50 a 
Zhao et al. 2003 - 10 hexafluoro-iso-propanol (HFIP) methanol 3 193 b 19 b 5.2 b 28.2 b 40-50 a 
Um et al. 2004 - 15.6 98% formic acid methanol 2 103.8 
a,b 40 a,b 4.1 a,b 38 a,b 189 b 
- 15.6 98% formic acid methanol 5 257.5 a,b 16.4 a,b 5.5 a,b 30.6 a,b 119 b 
Marsano et al. 
2005  - 13 
aqueous NMMO monohydrate +  
0.7% n-propyl gallate ethanol 2.7 120 35 7.2 38.9 
b 18.5 ± 0.8 
Ha et al. 2005 - 13 formic acid  methanol 3 1077.3 ± 173 
a 29.3 ± 11.9 a 39.9 ± 6.1a 257.8 
b 35 a 
- 13  trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) methanol 3 959.0 ± 149.1a 18.1 ± 6.8 a 43.2 a 156.7 b 21 a 
Lee et al. 2007  - 15.6 98% formic acid methanol 4.5 269.4 a,b 19.5 a,b 4.9 a,b 38.7 a,b 220-270 
Corsini et al. 2007 - 17 aqueous NMMO monohydrate +  0.7% n-propyl gallate ethanol 2 127 ± 8 12.7 ± 1.9 5.3 ± 0.2 20.3 
b 73 ± 8 
Zuo et al. 2007 - 10 hexafluoro-iso-propanol (HFIP) ethanol / methanol n.a. 109.7 a 25 n.a. n.a. 68 a 
Ki et al. 2007 - 12.3 98% formic acid methanol 5 285.1 ± 10.7 a 14.0 ± 1.7  7.2 a,b 30.4 a,b 100 b 
Zhu et al. 2008 - 12 (w/v) hexafluoro-iso-propanol (HFIP) methanol 3 400.5 b 20.7 b 4.3  b 51.3 b 40 b 
Sohn et al. 2009 - 29 PEG / LiBr methanol/water 1.1 128.8 a,b 7.6 a 6 a 6.8 a,b 20-50 
Plaza et al. 2009 - 17 aqueous NMMO monohydrate +  0.7% n-propyl gallate methanol n.a. 313.6 
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- 17 aqueous NMMO monohydrate +  0.7% n-propyl gallate methanol 7.2 172.4 
c 48.4 c 5.1 c 55.5 c 47 
Zhou et al. 2009 - 15 water aqueous ammonium sulfate 6 450 ± 20 27.7 ± 4.2 12.5 
b  100.6 ± 6.3 a 
10.8 ± 
2.4 
Zhu et al. 2010 - 15 hexafluoro-iso-propanol (HFIP) methanol 3 408 ± 80 21 ± 3 7.3 ± 0.2 51.5 b n.a. 
Yan et al. 2010 - 16 water aqueous ammonium sulfate 6 390 ± 50 32.1 ± 5.8 15.2 ± 3.3 
109.1 ± 
18.8 a n.a. 
Plaza et al. 2012 
- 17 aqueous NMMO monohydrate +  0.7% n-propyl gallate methanol n.a. 336.4 
c 7.38 c 18.5 c 20.3 c n.a. 
- 17 aqueous NMMO monohydrate +  0.7% n-propyl gallate methanol 5.3 257.6 
c 35.3 c 7.4 c 51.9 c 18.4 
Ling et al. 2012 - 20 water aqueous ammonium sulfate 4 221 ± 64 30 ± 4 11.2 
b 46.4 b 100 b 
Zhou et al. 2014 - 15 water aqueous ammonium sulfate 9 314 ± 19 37 ± 4 10.4 
b  105.3 ± 10 a n.a. 





Fang et al. 2016 - 15 water aqueous ammonium sulfate 9 450 ± 30 27.3 ± 4.6 18.9 ± 1.1 91.0 ± 7.4 15 ± 4.7 
a 
Chen et al. 2016 - 13 water aqueous ammonium sulfate 4 98 
b 58.9 b 37.8 b 53.5 b ~25 
Madurga et al. 
2017 - 8 and 16 water + CaCl2  
Isopr:Acetic acid 1M 
80:20 3.5 330 ± 20 22 ± 3 11 ± 3 50 ± 10 9 ± 0.5 
Hu et al. 2017 - 15 (w/v) functionalized graphene ox. + CaCl2-FA  ethanol / water 3:1 4 697 ± 22 n.a. 7.6 n.a. n.a. 
Madurga et al. 
2017 - 8 water 
PEG 30% + Acetic 
acid 0.2 M n.a. 30 ± 8 10 ± 4 3.3 ± 0.8 3 ± 1 n.a. 
Yazawa et al. 
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Wei et al. 2011 
- 20 
water + (MES)-(Tris) buffer (pH 
adjustment) + CaCl2  (Ca2+ 
adjustment) 
  3 301.5 ± 70.6 35.8 ± 21.9 6.2 ± 1.7 104.8 ± 37.8 a 5.7 
- 20 
water + (MES)-(Tris) buffer (pH 
adjustment) + CaCl2  (Ca2+ 
adjustment) 
- n.a. 295.2 ± 92.2 74.8 ± 47.4 5.8 ± 4 100.1 ± 64a 6.4 ± 1.5 
Sun et al. 2012 - 50 
water + (MES)-(Tris) buffer (pH 
adjustment) + CaCl2  (Ca2+ 
adjustment) 
- 4 337.7 b 24.6 b 11.1 b 55.8 b 10 b 
Jin et al. 2013 - 40-60 water + CaCl2  (Ca2+ adjustment) - 4 357.3 ± 84.3 34.1 ± 8.1 8.8 b 86.5 b 6.3 ± 2.3 
Luo et al. 2014 - 50 water - 2 614 27 19 136.4 a 2 
Yue et al. 2014 - 20 and 25 formic acid + CaCl2  (Ca
2+ 
adjustment) - 2 333 
b 35.1 b 8.8 b 90.9 b 20-30 
Peng et al. 2015 - 44 water + CaCl2  (Ca2+ adjustment) - 4 541.3 ± 26.1 19.3 ± 4.8 9.4 ± 1.2 
76.4 ± 














Lazaris et al. 
2002 60 >23%   methanol and water 5 269.6 
a 43.4 a 13.2 a 101.4 a 20 a 
Teulé et al. 2007 62 25-30 (w/v) hexafluoro-iso-propanol (HFIP) 90% isopropanol n.a. 49.6 ± 19.4 15.8 ± 6.1 1.1 ± 1.0 10.6 ± 10.2 15.8 ± 6.1 
Brooks et al. 2008 71 10 to 12% hexafluoro-iso-propanol (HFIP) isopropanol 0 49.5 ± 7.8 3.6 ± 2.6 0.4 ± 0.3 4.7 b 74.1 ± 33.9 
Xia et al. 2010 284.9 20 (w/v) hexafluoro-iso-propanol (HFIP) 90 vol% methanol in water 5 508 ± 108 15 ± 5 21 ± 4 81.5 
b n.a. 
Ellices et al. 2011 appr. 50 n.a. hexafluoro-iso-propanol (HFIP) isopropanol 5 246.7 
c 50.6 c 4.5 c 91.7 c 46 ± 2 
An et al. 2011 70 30 (w/v) hexafluoro-iso-propanol (HFIP) isopropanol n.a. 132.5 ± 49.2 22.8 ± 19.1 5.7 ± 2.4 23.7 ± 18.5 17.4 ± 5 
Teulé et al. 2012 
58 26-27 (w/v) hexafluoro-iso-propanol (HFIP) 90 % isopropanol / 10 % water 2-2.5 127.5 ± 23.0 52.3 ± 23.6 4.4 ± 1.0 54.6 ± 23.6 28.3 ± 6 
62 26-27 (w/v) hexafluoro-iso-propanol (HFIP) 90 % isopropanol / 10 % water 2-2.5 96.2 ± 28.8 29.6 ± 20.5 3.8 ± 2.1 22.6 ± 15.7 
14.0 ± 
8.7 
An et al. 2012 
66/48 30 (w/v) hexafluoro-iso-propanol (HFIP) isopropanol 3 37.6 ± 20.4 53.9 ± 68.0 3.4 ± 1.1 17.4 ± 20.1 29.1 ± 5.4 
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Gnesa et al. 2012  
45 20 (w/v) hexafluoro-iso-propanol (HFIP) 95 % isopropanol 6 121.9 ± 5 18 ± 1 3.9 2 17.4 ± 1,2 24.5 ± 0.3 
45 20 (w/v) hexafluoro-iso-propanol (HFIP) 95 % isopropanol 3.5 95.1 ± 3.3 25 ± 4 2.6 b 20.7 ± 3.8 30.5 ± 0.5 
Adrianos et al. 
2013 66 15 (w/v) hexafluoro-iso-propanol (HFIP) isopropanol 3 150.6 ± 31.3 84.5 ± 37.8 4 
b 89.1 ± 23.9 15.1 ± 1.3 
Lin et al. 2013 378 dimer 8 to 10 % hexafluoro-iso-propanol (HFIP) 
ZnCl2 and FeCl3 in 
water 5 308 ± 57 9.6 ± 3 9.3 ± 3 24.4 
b 10 
Albertson et al. 
2014  
86.5 45-60 (w/v) hexafluoro-iso-propanol (HFIP) isopropanol 4 53.5 ± 18.0 18.0 ± 21.6 2.90 ± 1.1 9.3 ± 10.9 
31.5 ± 
4.5 
8.6 45-60 (w/v) hexafluoro-iso-propanol (HFIP) isopropanol 4 39.0 ± 7.4 181.3 ± 103.5 1.6 ± 0.4 59.3 ± 37.2 
36.0 ± 
5.9 
Copeland et al. 
2015 65 25 (w/v) 
hexafluoro-iso-propanol (HFIP) +  





Jones et al. 2015 50-75 12 (w/v) water isopropanol 2-2.5 192.2 ± 51.5 28.1 ± 26 8.3 b 33.8 ± 33.6 n.a. 
Heidebrecht et al. 
2015 286 10-17 (w/v) 
water + Tris/HCl or  
Na-phosphate buffer water + isopropanol 6 370 ± 59 110 ± 25 4 ± 1 189 ± 33 27 ± 10 
Peng et al. 2016 47 12 (w/v) NaCl/water ethanol n.a. 62.3 ± 17.2 3.5 ± 1.2 4 ± 2.8 1.6 ± 0.9 34 
b 
47 10-17 (w/v) NaCl/water ethanol n.a. 286.2 ± 137.7 18.3 ± 12.8 8.4 ± 4.3 37.7 ± 28.8 14 b 
Thamm et al. 
2016 76 10-12 (w/v) 
water + Tris/HCl or  
Na-phosphate buffer water + isopropanol 6 316 ± 103 93 ± 18 1 ± 0.4 142 ± 50 36 ± 9 
Bowen et al. 2018 556 17 (w/v) HFIP 95% methanol 6 1030 ± 111 18 ± 6 13.7 ± 3 114 ± 51 8 
 
a Units converted. The density of silk was assumed to be 1.35 g/cm3. A circular cross-section was assumed for conversion of fineness values into diameter.   
b Values extracted from graphs/images 
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Figure 8: Fibre properties and processing parameters of different artificial silk spinning approaches over time. 
The analysis is based on the papers listed in Table 2. Further information on how the data was obtained 
can also be found in Appendix A1. The fibre properties of Ha et al.110 are shown as black squares to 
demonstrate overall trends in fibre development as these findings have not yet been repeated. Fibre properties 
and processing parameters of B. mori and N. edulis are shown as references where strength and diameter 
values are extracted from Vollrath et al.16 and Mortimer et al.15, the natural draw ratio was calculated by Zhou 
et al.121 and the natural protein concentrations are given between 23 and 30 wt%. The error bars represent the 
standard deviation from the average values for each year. No standard deviation is shown for years with only 
one publication.   
ba
c d
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For ease of discussion the field has been divided into regenerated silk fibroin (RSF) wet 
spinning, RSF dry spinning and recombinant wet spinning.  
1.5.1 Regenerated silk fibroin wet spinning  
The first mention of wet spinning of silk fibres may be found in patents from German and 
Japanese researchers in the 1920s where silk was dissolved in ZnCl2, Mg(NO3)2, and 
orthophosphoric acid and spun in various coagulation baths.10 Another patent by Esselen 
in 1933 highlights that in the early days of silk fibre wet spinning it was difficult to find an 
appropriate solvent/coagulant system.155 Therefore, Esselen began using those developed 
for cellulose fibre spinning. He found that silk fibroin is insoluble in typical cellulose solvents 
and therefore used a solution of blue copper hydroxide, ammonia and sodium hydroxide to 
dissolve the silk fibroin before spinning it into sodium bisulphate. Yet whilst fibres were 
clearly produced by this process, to the best of my knowledge no mechanical property data 
exists. The first published journal article with mechanical properties of an artificially spun 
silk fibre was published a quarter of a century later in the year 1960.103 Yazawa, like 
Esselen, took inspiration from cellulose spinning, and dissolved natural silkworm fibres in 
magnesium nitrate before extruding the dialysed solution into saturated ammonium 
sulphate. The fibres produced had a tenacity of 2.5 g/den and an extensibility of 20-25%. 
From then until the turn of the century, artificial silk fibres showed little improvement,82, 104 
which may be attributed to large fibre diameters (> 100 µm), around five times that of a 
natural B. mori fibre (Figure 8a).156-157 
 
In 2002, Yao et al. reported promising results by spinning fibres with a performance close 
to silkworm silk.83 This was achieved by using hexafluoroacetone hydrate (HFA) as a 
solvent for the spinning dope which has been shown to possess very good solubility for silk 
proteins83 and then spinning into a methanol bath to increase the degree of molecular order 
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via further protein crystallisation.158 After drawing, their fibres were then steam-annealed at 
125°C for 30 min, resulting in a reduction of internal stresses and potentially a further 
increase in order via annealing of the disordered regions.15, 159-160 The resulting fibres 
exhibited a significantly reduced fibre diameter of 46 µm and a strength of 321.2 MPa 
(Figure 8a and b).  
 
In subsequent years, researchers continued to use methanol as a coagulant and examined 
alternative solvents for spinning.84, 107-117 Until 2007, the properties reported by Yao et al. 
were unsurpassed, most likely because the solvents used either heavily degraded the silk 
proteins, had low silk solubility107-109, 114, 117 or the spinning technique employed insufficient 
post-processing111 (as evidenced by the improved properties achieved by Lee et al.84 and 
Ki et al.115 by using higher draw ratios that year).  
 
Post 2007, a clear upward trend in fibre strength can be observed (Figure 8a). Zhu et al.118 
was the first to report fibre properties exceeding those of natural silkworm silk and from 
then onwards most studies reported fibres that were either better or close to the natural B. 
mori fibre.121, 123-124, 127, 130-131 From my analysis, concurrent with this improvement was both 
a decrease in fibre diameter (Figure 8b) and an increase in post-processing draw ratio 
(Figure 8c). However, despite the artificial silk’s material properties bearing a closer 
resemblance to the natural fibre, the concentration of the spinning dopes were generally 
lower than the natural dope protein concentration (Figure 8d), ranging from 7.5 wt%118 to 
29 wt%120, with a mean of around 15 wt%. 
 
To date, the most impressive properties have been reported by Ha et al.110, with fibres 
possessing a strength, extensibility and toughness similar to a natural spider dragline silk 
but with four times higher stiffness (Figure 8, black squares). However, these fibre 
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properties were based on a small number of hand-drawn fibres and as such have been 
difficult to replicate. Therefore it was Zhang’s efforts in 2015131, which has to date reported 
the best fibre properties produced by wet spinning a reconstituted fibroin dope (Figure 9). 
1.5.2 Regenerated silk fibroin dry spinning 
Dry spinning of regenerated silk fibroin is a relatively recent innovation, with the first reports 
appearing in 2011, some 50 years after silk wet spinning began.94-95, 103 This area is 
dominated by the Zhang group with 6 of the 7 publications and as they use the same 
degumming and dissolving conditions it is much easier to directly compare fibre properties 
(Figure 8). From their first paper, fibres were produced that exhibited similar strengths to 
silkworm silk but had twice the toughness.94-95 Wei et al.94-95 used a 20 wt% aqueous 
solution of regenerated silk fibroin, adjusted the pH to different values by a buffer and added 
CaCl2 to adjust the calcium ion concentration to 0.3 M. The as-spun fibres had poor 
mechanical properties and were therefore drawn and immersed in ethanol. Since then, 
reports continued to show an improvement in fibre properties along with an increase in 
feedstock concentration from 20 to more than 50 wt.%94-97, and a decrease in diameter to 
~2 µm which is close to Nephila edulis dragline silk (Figure 8b), resulting in the best 
reported mechanical properties to date (Figure 9).99  
 
Refinement of the process has been recently reported by Yue et al.100 from another group. 
They reported similar properties to Jin et al.97, although using a much lower protein 
concentration for spinning. They spun fibres with a concentration of 20-25 wt% silk proteins 
into a calcium chloride/formic acid mixture. The natural silk proteins could be dissolved 
directly in this solvent and immediately be processed, eliminating the dissolution and 
dialysing steps which could significantly reduce the processing time. This time-saving way 
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of using formic acid in silk regeneration seems to be a recent trend and was also used by 
Zhang and co-workers.116, 131  
1.5.3 Recombinant silk wet spinning 
In contrast to regenerated silk fibres, recombinant wet spun fibres do not show the same 
rate of improvement over time (Figure 8a). Starting in 2002, the widely publicised work by 
Lazaris et al.70 reported fibres spun from spider silk inspired proteins expressed from 
mammalian cell lines that had an elongation, stiffness and toughness akin to B. mori. 
However, despite several attempts over the years67, 72, 135-141, a comparable strength to the 
fibres reported by Lazaris et al.70 was not achieved until 2010.67 Surprisingly this 
improvement is not correlated with a reduction in diameter (like regenerated silk fibres), 
with fibres being generally larger than natural silks (Figure 8b). Thus, the primary 
improvement in properties from recombinant fibres is most likely due to an increase in 
molecular weight. Whilst Lazaris et al. spun fibres from proteins of 60-140 kDa70, Xia and 
co-workers used multimerization of their gene construct to increase the molecular weight 
to 284.9 kDa67 and reported improved properties. Furthermore, later reports from Lin et 
al.142 and Heidebrecht et al.143 reported a further increase in molecular weight to 286143 and 
378 kDa142, respectively by using SUMO (small ubiquitin-like modifier) fusion technology 
and via disulphide bonding. Recently, a further increase in molecular weight to 556 kDa 
was achieved by combining standardized DNA part assembly and split intein-mediated 
ligation.75 Fibres from these synthetic spidroins are very close to fully replicate the 
mechanical performance of native spider dragline silk which marks a huge step forward in 
the field of artificially spun silk fibres.  
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Figure 9: Comparison of the best performing artificial silk fibres to date. The fibres created by regenerated wet 
(blue), recombinant wet (red) and regenerated dry spinning (green) are compared with natural B. mori (violet) 
and N. edulis silk fibres (black). The stress-strain graph shows curves that are closest to the average properties 
reported in each paper. 
1.6 Development of the fibre property space over time 
Above we have seen single viewpoints on individual fibres, but we have not been able to 
see the overall development, i.e. “performance space” of the field. Here I introduce a new 
means for comparing the most common fibre properties to enable us to understand the 
material property trade-offs in fibre development and determine possible areas for further 
improvement. As a result, a performance space is therefore derived from the best achieved 
fibre properties across all studies within a time period, and not necessarily from an 
individual fibre (visualized as “web plots” in Figure 10). That means the interplay of all 
properties reported has not been achieved by a single fibre and therefore the performance 
space plots give an overview how the property space developed over time for the different 
spinning methods. 
Until 2005, the best properties from any wet spun fibres from regenerated feedstocks show 
a performance close to the natural B. mori fibre (Figure 10a). However, it is worth 














B. mori  8.5 360 18.5 50.5 
N. edulis  7.9 1150 39 214.5 
Ha et al. ’05  39.9 1077 29.3 257.8 
Zhou et al. ’09  12.5 450 27.7 100.6 
Zhang et al. ’15  6.9 470 38.6 105.3 
Luo et al. ’14  19 614 27 136.4 
Bowen et al. ’18  .  13.7 1030 18 114  
Regenerated Wet Regenerated Dry Recombinant Wet 
ε
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properties. Of note is that the study from Ha et al. which reports fibre properties 
outperforming the performance of N. edulis dragline silk, were set aside for discussion as 
they still remain to be reproduced.110 During this time period, only one publication reported 
the spinning of fibres from recombinant silk proteins.70 Those fibres possessed a higher 
stiffness and toughness compared to fibres from regenerated silk proteins, whilst the 
strength, diameter and extensibility were comparable.  
From 2006 to 2010, all regenerated silk fibres saw improvements (Figure 10b). For the first 
time, individual fibres with properties exceeding those of natural B. mori silk could be spun 
from regenerated feedstocks.67, 118 As discussed above, this is attributed to improved 
processing parameters that also account for the decrease in fibre diameter. This is in 
contrast to recombinant fibres, which do not show an overall improvement, but rather a shift 
of properties: stiffness and strength were improved, albeit at the expense of extensibility 
and toughness. 
From 2011 to 2016, only the stiffness of regenerated silk fibres increased whilst other 
properties plateaued (Figure 10c). Recombinant fibres, however, saw a significant 
improvement with a toughness reported that was close to natural spider silk; a product of 
increased extensibility but at the expense of fibre strength and stiffness. Bowen et al. report 
the best mechanical performance of fibres spun in a controlled spinning process by 
increasing the molecular weight of recombinant silk proteins and decreasing the fibre 
diameter.75 This time period also saw the emergence of dry spun fibres, with properties 
reported that outperform regenerated wet spun silks and importantly show the highest 
strength of all fibres (alongside a very small diameter for dry spun fibres).  
In summary, regenerated silk fibres have shown a gradual improvement in all properties 
over time, but upon closer inspection it appears that the wet spinning approach has reached 
a limit in strength and toughness although a very high stiffness was recently reported by 
Chen and co-workers.132 However, it has been the innovation in dry spinning that has led 
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to improved properties in the field. On the other hand, the field of recombinant dope 
spinning appears to be currently making huge improvements as Andersson and co-
workers145 have reported impressive mechanical properties of as-spun fibres from chimeric 
recombinant spider silk proteins without any post-spinning modification. Moreover Bowen 
et al.75 found new ways to increase the molecular weight which has a huge impact on the 
mechanical performance of artificial silk fibres (Figure 10d). 
 
 
Figure 10: The performance space of artificial silk fibres for different time periods. The area of each pentagon 
represents a performance space and is defined by the collective (not individual) best fibre properties that were 
achieved during each time period. In other words, all RSF wet spun fibres reported in literature from 2011-2016 
(see Table 2) lie within the blue pentagon area in image c). The single data points of N. edulis16 dragline silk 
and B. mori15 cocoon fibres represented by the dashed/dotted lines are included for reference. The fibre 
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1.7 Why can artificial silk fibres not yet compete with natural silk? 
Whilst the field has seen significant improvements in the production of artificial silks, it is 
arguable that the most significant challenges are still to come. In an effort to identify the 
general challenges faced, it is important to highlight that a fibre’s mechanical properties are 
a product of both the feedstock and the means by which it is processed. 
 
Feedstock:  
I propose one of the key problems leading to difficulties in replicating the properties of the 
higher performing silk fibres is the use of spinning dopes that may be considered unnatural, 
i.e. their protein constituents differ in both structure and function compared to the native 
proteins. For example reconstituted and recombinant silk dopes have been shown to have 
either completely different mechanical/rheological properties, structure and/or a lower 
molecular weight compared to natural silk proteins.66, 70, 76, 88-90, 93, 104, 111, 117, 126, 129, 161 
Furthermore it is worth noting that reconstituted silk proteins typically originate from 
silkworms and hence are inherently different from spider silks and thus may not be able to 
be processed into a spider silk at all.162 While spider silk inspired synthetic proteins with a 
molecular weight of 556 kDa were produced and spun into fibres with similar properties to 
dragline silk, the upscaling of such processes is the next challenge that has to be overcome 
alongside a more natural processing.75 
 
Processing:  
As shown in section 1.4 of this chapter, the current fibre forming processes for artificial silk 
fibre spinning are very different from the natural one. In nature, silk proteins are transformed 
into solid, insoluble fibres via a stress induced phase transition accompanied by an 
acidification and metal ion gradient along the spinning duct.5, 47, 52 However, during wet 
spinning artificial fibre formation occurs via precipitation in a coagulant and without the 
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presence of an anisotropic stress (i.e. shear or post drawing under tension), which leads to 
a more isotropic molecular arrangement of the proteins. Even dry spun fibres formed by 
solvent evaporation require immersion and drawing in ethanol to get an acceptable 
mechanical performance. Yet there are currently several efforts to spin silk fibres in a more 
biomimetic fashion and move away from the more traditional means of spinning polymeric 
fibres.99, 102, 163-167 
 
Fibre properties: 
From my analysis, the ability to produce thinner fibres appears to be linked to increased 
fibre strength for wet spun RSF fibres. This hypothesis is supported by fracture mechanics 
calculations performed by Porter et al.157, who proposed that natural silks are strong simply 
because they are thin. However, after plotting the data presented here for artificial silk fibres 
using the relationship for fracture strength provided by Porter et al.157, it can be observed 
that despite being thin, dry spun fibres and most wet spun fibres do not follow the trend line 
for the generic energy release rate for polymers (Figure 11). The majority of the fibres follow 
a fit that has a lower slope, meaning artificial silk fibres exhibit either a lower strength, a 
higher stiffness or a smaller diameter compared to natural fibres. This suggests that apart 
from the external fibre structure (i.e. diameter and fibre surface), the internal structure (i.e. 
hierarchical structures, skin/core and micro/nanofibrils, alongside control of the ordered and 
disordered regions) plays a vital part in defining the mechanical performance of silk fibres 
and is an area for future research.  
Therefore, if further developments are to be made, we now have to go back to the beginning 
of my discussion and understand all properties of the best performing individual fibres 
(Figure 9) by looking at the complete regime of a stress-strain graph. When comparing the 
best performing fibres for every spinning approach to natural B. mori and N. edulis silk, 
some interesting differences can be observed (Figure 9). For example, all artificial fibres 
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show very distinct yield points with clearly different pre- and post-yield moduli that appear 
to be absent in natural silk fibres. Natural silks show a homogeneous, rubber like 
deformation to rupture whereas the stress-strain behaviour of the artificial silk fibres 




Figure 11: Fracture-strength relation for artificial silk fibres. This graph was originally developed by Porter et 
al.157 for synthetic polymers. While natural silkworm and spider dragline silk follow the trendline for the generic 
energy release rate as synthetic polymers, most artificially spun silk fibres, tend to follow a different fit, indicating 
more disordered regions compared to natural silks. The black squares represent the values from Ha et al.110. 
 
Beyond the nanoscale, another factor that negatively influences the mechanical properties 
of artificially spun silks was previously discussed by Peng and co-workers.144 They 
suggested impurities enclosed within the fibre inhibit fibril assembly and lead to a porous 
structure affecting the fibre performance. Such impurities are proposed to be either be very 
RSF wet spinning RSF dry spinning Recombinant silk wet spinning
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short protein fragments from highly degraded proteins91, remaining chaotropic salts169 from 
insufficient dialysis or entrapped air-bubbles during processing. 
In conclusion, it appears that the key to producing fibres with enhanced properties is to spin 
silk proteins as inherently thin fibres without impurities and at the same time develop 
molecular orientation during processing rather than by post-drawing as it is currently done.  
1.8 Conclusions 
This chapter give an introduction spider and silkworm silk and describes how silk fibres are 
spun in Nature. Subsequently, various artificial silk fibre spinning approaches are 
summarized and the improvements in processing conditions and mechanical properties 
over time are analysed. The decrease in fibre diameter being associated with an increase 
in post-draw ratio alongside the usage of suitable solvents successfully improved the 
mechanical performance of RSF wet spun fibres. For dry spinning, the use of a highly 
concentrated protein solution and a microfluidic device are beneficial for the final properties 
of the fibres. Fibres produced by recombinant wet spinning could mainly be improved by 
increasing the molecular weight of the protein sequences. The detailed analysis of the 
mechanical properties of artificial silk fibres reveals that fibres outperforming the natural 
Bombyx mori silk can be produced by all spinning methods. Nevertheless, these are non-
biomimetic spinning approaches that cannot mimic spider dragline silk. The problems 
limiting a better fibre performance are the degraded and unnatural spinning dopes and the 
challenges in forming the fibre structure during spinning which leads to more disordered 
regions and a worse fibre performance. In the future, further improvements can be achieved 
if we get a deeper understanding of the mechanisms behind the natural fibre forming 
process and manage to transform this knowledge into new biomimetic spinning devices 
that can imitate the way how silkworms and spiders spin their outstanding fibres.  
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1.9 Thesis aim  
The literature review above has outlined that natural silk spinning in silkworms and spiders 
yields fibres with a remarkable property-processing relationship. The silk fibres have a 
comparable mechanical performance to synthetic polymeric fibres yet have the advantage 
of being spun 1000 times more energy-efficient which makes natural silk spinning a 
paragon for environmentally friendly production of high-performance materials.14 
Understanding and replicating silk spinning can hopefully help us design new and greener 
materials with less environmental impact. However, copying this process via artificial routes 
has proven challenging to date, especially for spider silk. While the mechanical properties 
of silkworm silk can now constantly be exceeded by using reconstituted or recombinant silk 
feedstocks, the processing still uses harsh chemicals and intensive off-line post-treatments 
that negate the benefits of natural silk spinning. Current problems that prevent the move 
towards a more environmentally beneficial processing of artificial silks, are the quality of 
the feedstocks as well as the incomplete understanding of how the hierarchical structure in 
silk fibres forms during spinning. While it is understood that extensional flow, pH change 
and metal ions play a major role in silk spinning, the exact interplay of these mechanisms 
is not fully conceived yet. This knowledge, however, is essential when trying to spin artificial 
silk fibres with similar properties akin to their natural counterparts under environmentally-
friendly processing conditions. 
Therefore, to bridge this gap in our knowledge, the aim of this thesis is to investigate and 
understand how native silk proteins behave when subjected to extensional flow and 
changes in their pH and metal ion environment and under what conditions they can self-
assemble into fibres with hierarchical structures that guarantee outstanding mechanical 
performance.  
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1.10 Chapter introduction 
This thesis comprises seven chapters followed by the appendix. All chapters are in 
chronological order and a short introduction to each one is given below with a more detailed 
abstract at the beginning of each experimental results chapter. 
 
Chapter 2: Experimental Techniques and Theory 
In chapter 2 the preparation of native silk proteins as well as the theory behind the most 
important characterisation techniques is explained. In this thesis Bombyx mori silk proteins 
are being used as the silk proteins are accessible in a higher quantity compared to spider 
silk proteins whilst being processed in a similar way.42 The description of the experimental 
techniques helps the reader to better understand and interpret the data in the following 
chapters. 
 
Chapter 3: Preliminary Experiments and Results 
Chapter 3 describes initial experiments that where conducted with the aim to understand 
how silk proteins assemble into their hierarchical structure. Although no quantifiable data 
was generated, these experiments provided me with useful insight that lays the foundation 
for the following chapters. 
 
Chapter 4: Extensional Flow Behaviour and Spinnability of Native Silk 
This chapter reports for the first time the behaviour of native silk proteins when subjected 
to extensional flow fields. By operating a conventional tensile tester as a filament stretching 
rheometer and determining the surface tension of native silk, the transient extensional 
viscosity could be determined. The results show that silk is intrinsically suited for fibre 
spinning as the proteins strain harden in uniaxial extension. Additionally, it was found that 
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fibre formation under extensional forces only occurs due to dehydration at low extension 
rates. 
 
Chapter 5: Spinning Beta Silks Requires Both pH Activation and Extensional Stress 
This work is based on the results and observations made in chapter 4. Both the influence 
of extensional flow and pH change on fibre formation and the mechanical properties are 
investigated. It is shown that extensional flow and pH change are required to spin silk fibres 
and that their properties depend on the rate of work input during fibre spinning. 
 
Chapter 6: The influence of metal ions on native silk rheology 
In chapter 6 the influence of metal ions on the flow properties of native silk is investigated. 
It was found, that the addition of metal ions changes the sensitivity of the silk feedstock for 
alignment and aggregation. By adding Ca2+ ions the silk proteins show a lower tendency 
towards alignment and aggregation and therefore provide ideal storage conditions in the 
silk gland. 
 
Chapter 7: Summary and Future Outlook 
Chapter 7 gives a short summary of the thesis and provides some ideas how the impact of 
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This chapter describes the theory and experimental techniques used in this thesis which 
helps the reader to better understand and interpret the results presented in the following 
chapters. 
2.1 Native silk protein preparation 
Bombyx mori silkworms in the 5th instar and about to spin a cocoon were stored in an 
incubator at 9 °C to slow down their metabolism and prevent them from spinning. Native 
silk proteins were obtained by dissecting the silkworms based on a protocol developed by 
Dr. Chris Holland.170  
In summary, after taking the silkworms from the incubator they were left in a petri dish for 
around 10 minutes to acclimatise to the lab environment which was found to facilitate 
dissection. The head of the silkworm was then cut off with scissors and the glands were 
carefully removed by slightly pushing from the rear end of the worm. The glands were then 
transferred into a petri dish filled with deionised (Type II) water. After washing, the glands 
were carefully cut with tweezers at the end of the posterior gland and before the first S-
shape. This section of both glands was then transferred to another petri dish to remove the 
epithelium layer with fine tweezers under a dissection microscope (SZ40, Olympus, Japan).  
All experiments were conducted using the native silk proteins extracted from the posterior 
part of the middle section of the silk gland which have a concentration of 24.0 ± 2.5 wt.%64 
and are predominantly free of sericin, ensuring that silk fibroin is the main component 
tested.171-172 
2.2 Reconstituted silk preparation 
The silk reconstitution process is based on a protocol published by Rockwood and co-
workers.80 In general, silk reconstitution consists of three major steps which are 1) 
degumming, which is the removal of the sericin coating of the fibres. 2) dissolution of the 
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fibres in LiBr. 3) dialysis to remove the metal ions and obtain a silk/water solution. The 
exact procedure is as follows: 
 
Step 1: Degumming 
Around 20 g of dry B. mori cocoons were cut into small pieces (< 5mm diameter) using 
scissors. The finely cut cocoons were then added into a food processor (Kenwood Mulit-
Pro) with 500 ml of Type II water (deionised water with a resistivity higher than 1 MW.cm) 
to be washed for 15 minutes at maximum speed. Afterwards, the water was drained through 
a mesh in the blender cover, the fibres rinsed, and fresh water added to repeat this 
procedure for another two times. Then, 500 ml of a 0.047 M sodium carbonate solution 
were heated to 70 °C and added to the fibres. Then, the food processor was turned on to 
full speed for 20 minutes. Afterwards the sodium carbonate solution was drained and 
another 500 ml of 0.047 M sodium carbonate solution at 70 °C was added. This step was 
repeated for three times. After the final drain, the fibres were washed for 10 minutes in fresh 
Type II water. After washing the fibres were dried in a vacuum oven overnight at 50 °C. 
 
Step 2: Dissolution in LiBr 
The dried fibre “clumps” were blended in the spice grinder setup of the food processor for 
several seconds (longer times should be avoided due to heat degradation) until they 
became fluffy. The fibres were then transferred into a 500 ml glass beaker and dissolved 
in a 9 M LiBr solution (70 °C) for 60 minutes so that the ratio of silk fibres to LiBr solution 
was 1:15 w/v. The glass beaker was kept in a water bath which was set to 70 °C. Most of 
the fibres were dissolved after 60 minutes but some remaining bits of undissolved silk were 
filtered out after dialysis. 
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Step 3: Dialysis 
The silk/LiBr solution was then added to a dialysis tube (Spectra/Por 4 Dialysis Membrane, 
molecular weight cut-off: 12-14 kDa) sealed with plastic clamps which was then submerged 
in Type I water (ultrapure water with a resistivity higher than 18 MW.cm) and kept in a 
refrigerator at 4 °C to avoid gelation. The water was changed four times every 2 hours and 
then kept overnight. The resistivity of the water was measured using a Mettler Toledo 
handheld conductivity meter after each change to ensure successful removal of LiBr. In a 
final step the silk water solution was filtered with Whatman filter paper No 1 with a pore size 
of 11 µm to get rid of undissolved silk.  
2.3 Surface tension of native silk proteins 
For an accurate calculation of the extensional viscosity of silk in chapter 4, it is required to 
determine the surface tension of silk fibroin. 
Generally, the surface tension of a liquid (also called surface energy) describes the energy 
that is required to increase the surface area of the liquid by a unit of area. Surface tension 
results from an imbalance of intermolecular attractive forces, also called cohesive forces, 
between molecules on the surface of the liquid.173 While molecules in the bulk experience 
cohesive forces in all directions, on a free surface the molecules experience inward 
cohesive forces as they are not entirely surrounded by molecules.173 The energy to create 
a new surface has to be taken into account when silk proteins are stretched into filaments. 
The surface tension of liquid can be determined with various techniques such as the 
pendent drop method, Wilhelmy plate, Du Noüy ring, capillary rise or the maximum bubble 
pressure method.174 However, all of these methods are only suitable for low viscosity liquids 
and therefore cannot be used for a very viscous solution such as native silk proteins. 
Therefore, I determined the surface tension of native silk proteins according to the captive 
bubble method based on a previous publication by Andrade and Nakamura.175-176 This 
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method is specifically used for polymer gels of a high viscosity and therefore ideal for the 
calculation of the surface tension of silk fibroin. In brief, native silk proteins were very gently 
spread on the flat surface of an aluminium stub with the help of a glass slide. Special care 
was taken to apply as little shearing to the silk proteins as possible and to obtain an even 
surface. The aluminium stub was then submerged in Type II water and an air bubble was 
instantly placed on the silk surface with the help of a micro glass capillary (Figure 12). After 
taking images of the air bubble on the silk surface it was replaced by a droplet of rapeseed 
oil which was also photographed. Then, the silk proteins were removed from the aluminium 
stub and the water replaced. This procedure was then repeated 10 times to get enough 
statistical data for the calculation of the surface tension of silk proteins. 
 
 
Figure 12: Surface tension measurement with the captive bubble method. An air bubble is placed on a silk 
surface which was carefully spread on an Al stub and submerged in water. The equilibrium state between the 
surface tension of water (γWA), silk (γSA) and their interfacial tension (γSW) allows the formulation of the Young’s 
equation. 
All three phases (silk, water and air) are in equilibrium and therefore the Young’s equation 
for the surface tension of silk can be formulated as:  
 γSA=	γSW+	γWAcos(θA) (1) 
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where γSA, γSW and γWA are the surface tension of silk, interfacial tension of silk with water 
and the surface tension of water, respectively. θA is the contact angles of the air bubble to 
the native silk protein layer. Accordingly, the interfacial tension between silk and water can 
be calculated from their polar and dispersive surface tension components by applying the 
harmonic mean approximation:  











 p + γWA
 p � (2) 
The superscripts d and p refer to the dispersive and polar surface tension components.  
By replacing the air bubble with an oil droplet which is not soluble in water and silk, two 
further equations characterising the silk-oil interfacial properties can be formulated:  
 γSO= γSW+ γWOcos(θO) (3) 











 p + γOA
 p � (4) 
where γSO, γSA and γOA are the interfacial tension of silk with oil, surface tension of silk and 
oil, respectively. Again, the superscripts d and p refer to the dispersive and polar surface 
tension components.  
Combining equations (1) to (4) yields two equations (5) and (6) that allow the calculation of 
the surface tension components of silk (γSA
d 	and γSA
 p ) and hence the total surface tension 
of silk (γSA= γSA
d + γSA
 p ). Equation 6 has been simplified as the polar component of oil is 
negligible so that γOA
















 p + γWA




 p + γOA
 p �  = 
γOWcos(θO)+	γWA-γOA
4
  (5) 
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 p + γWA
 p  = 
γWA[1-cos(θA)]
4
  (6) 
The contact angles of the oil droplet θO and air bubble θA	to the silk surface were 
determined with an ImageJ plugin by analysing their geometric shape.177 The surface 
tension of water (γWA= 72.8 mN/m) and its polar and dispersive components (γWA
d = 21.8 
mN/m, γWA
 p = 51 mN/m) were taken from the literature178 and the surface tension of oil as 
well as the interfacial tension of the water-oil system were determined via the pendent drop 
method which is reported in chapter 4. 
2.4 Shear rheology 
The term rheology describes the study of deformation and flow of matter. In many 
applications/processes fluids are exposed to shear stresses and a thorough understanding 
of the material’s flow behaviour under such conditions is necessary, especially for complex 
fluids such as polymer solutions. A shear flow field is created by placing a liquid between 
two horizontal plates and moving one plate relative to the other. This causes adjacent liquid 
layers to move parallel to each other with different speeds. 
The response of a fluid to shear forces can be tested with capillary rheometers which are 
able to generate very high shear rates (up to 106 s-1)8 that are encountered in extrusion and 
injection moulding of polymer melts. Alternatively, rotational rheometers can be used which 
can measure shear rates up to only 104 s-1 but are more versatile as they also allow dynamic 
oscillatory testing. In both types of rheometers, the rheological properties are derived by 
measuring the relationship between imposed strain/stress and resulting stress/strain. The 
response of the tested material can either be 1) completely elastic where strain is 
proportional to stress (Hookean solid) 2) completely viscous where strain rate is 
proportional to stress (Newtonian liquid) or 3) viscoelastic, which describes a fluid response 
that lies between the two ideal cases described above. 
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For rotational rheometers, which are used in this thesis, the measuring setup for medium 
to high viscosity liquids are the cone/plate and plate/plate geometries (Figure 13). In both 
cases the lower plate is stationary with a rotatable upper geometry. Following is a 
description of the two most common tests for characterising the shear flow properties of a 
material, constant shear and dynamic oscillation.  
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2.4.1 Constant shear tests 
In constant shear tests the sample is sandwiched between the two plates (cone/plate or 
plate/plate) and usually the upper plate is rotated at a given angular velocity Ω while the 
torque T is measured. From both variables the stress τ and shear rate γ̇ can be calculated 
with the exact dimensions of the geometry as shown in Figure 13. Dividing the stress by 
the shear rate gives the viscosity η which is a measure of resistance to flow of a material.  
 
Figure 13: The most common measuring geometries for rotational rheometers. The respective formula to 
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Measuring the viscosity for a series of shear rates yields a viscosity curve which provides 
useful information about how a material responds when exposed to a range of different 
processing conditions. Materials with a viscosity independent of shear rate are called 
Newtonian fluids and typical examples are water or oil. Polymer melts or solutions are shear 
thinning materials as the viscosity starts to decrease at higher shear rates due to the 
alignment of the long macromolecular chains which can then easily slide past each other 
decreasing the resistance to flow. In contrast, dilatant or shear thickening materials show 
an increasing viscosity with higher shear rates which can be observed in colloidal 
suspensions (Figure 14). 
 
Figure 14: Viscosity curves of different material behaviours at constant shear. Newtonian (e.g. water and oil), 
shear thinning (e.g. polymer melts and solutions) and shear thickening fluids (e.g. colloidal suspensions). 
2.4.2 Oscillatory tests 
In oscillatory or dynamic shear tests a sample is excited with a sinusoidal strain γ (t) = 
γ� sin ωt within the linear viscoelastic region of the material while the stress τ (t) = 
τ� sin (ωt -δ) is being measured (Figure 15). Dynamic tests can be performed at different 
frequencies and temperatures and provide useful information about the mechanical 
properties of a material at these conditions. Depending on the phase angle δ or lag between 
the imposed sinusoidal strain and measured stress, the storage and loss moduli G’ and 
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G” can be determined. The storage modulus G’, a measure of the stored energy during 
the deformation, and the loss modulus G”, characteristic for the lost dissipated energy, 
provide useful information about the viscoelastic properties of the tested material. For a 
completely elastic (Hookean) solid the strain and stress are in phase (δ	=	0) and the loss 
modulus G” equals to zero as all the energy during the deformation is recovered. In 
contrast, the phase angle δ	is π 2⁄  when the material behaves like a viscous (Newtonian) 
liquid with the storage modulus being 0. Most materials, however, show a combination of 
both elastic and viscous behaviour (0	<	δ < π 2⁄ ) which strongly depends on the testing 
frequency and temperature and can be characterised by oscillatory tests. 
 
 
Figure 15: Oscillatory test signals. A sinusoidal strain (blue) is applied during the test and the respective 
stress (red) is measured.  
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2.5 Extensional rheology 
Extensional flow which mainly occurs in processes such as fibre spinning, melt blowing, 
calendaring and thermo-forming is inherently different to shear flow fields and invokes a 
material response that cannot be described by common shear rheology experiments.179 In 
an extensional flow field, a material is subjected to a homogeneous extension which is 
spatially uniform with a constant extension rate. Pure extensional flow fields are shear free. 
Despite the need to better understand the extensional behaviour of fluids to improve and 
optimise production processes, little experimental work has been done in the field of 
extensional rheometry until the 1970s due to the difficulties in creating a homogeneous 
extensional flow field.180-181 The improvement of force transducers and new motion control 
technology at this time ultimately started the development of first techniques that allowed 
the extensional characterisation of high viscosity polymer melts.182  
Instrumentation for medium to low viscosity fluids progressed more slowly and the 
challenges associated in creating instruments to measure extensional flow properties 
became evident in the M1 study in 1990 where various methods for measuring the 
extensional properties of a standardised test fluid were compared (including a spinline 
rheometer183, opposing jets184-185 and a converging flow rheometer186 as shown in Figure 
16).187 The different setups revealed huge differences in measuring extensional properties 
of the M1 fluid as they suffered from drawbacks such as unknown pre-shear history, inability 
to measure steady state conditions and non-ideal extensional flow fields.187-188 With native 
silk in mind, a high viscosity and shear-sensitive fluid which is available in only small 
amounts, the most promising method for testing this type of material was developed by 
Matta and Tytus who used a falling cylinder device which achieved the best approximation 
to ideal extensional deformation.187, 189 This setup was later developed into the widely used 
filament stretching device by Sridhar and Tirtaatmadja which allows a nearly ideal uniaxial 
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extension.190-191 Another widely used method akin to this is the capillary break-up 
extensional rheometer (CaBER) which is based on works by Entov and co-workers.192-193 
Both filament stretching and CaBER methods are now well established and have been 
applied primarily to characterise dilute and semi-dilute polymer180, 194-209 as well as worm-
like micelle solutions206, 210-212 and other biopolymers such as cellulose which are relevant 
for fibre spinning.213-215 However, whilst the CaBER setup lends itself very well to more 
dilute polymer solutions and Newtonian fluids,203, 216 filament stretching offers the potential 
to obtain extensional properties of higher viscosity fluids such as polymer melts217, making 
it more suitable for testing native silks.  
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Figure 16: Extensional rheometers for characterising low to high viscosity fluids. The overview is based on a 
schematic published by Tropea and co-workers.181  
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2.5.1 Filament stretching rheometer 
In the filament stretching experiment (see schematic in Figure 17) a fluid which is 
sandwiched between two plates has to be stretched in such a manner that it is exposed to 
uniaxial extension which is described by the following velocity field:  
 












where vx vy and vz	are the velocities in the respective directions and ε̇0 is the constant 
extension rate. Therefore, for ideal uniaxial extension in x-direction the plates have to be 
separated exponentially from their initial gap L0 according to the following equation:  
 
L(t) = L0e�̇0t (10) 
 






However, due to the fluid sticking to the plates (non-slip boundary condition) additional 
shear forces arise near the endplates which result in a deviating diameter profile along the 
filament.180, 218 
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These inhomogeneities in the extensional flow field can be corrected by calculating the 
effective extension rate ε̇eff (equation 12) based on the filament mid-diameter Dm,0 as there 
is almost ideal shear free extension near the midplane. 
 
 
Figure 17: Setup of a filament stretching experiment. a A fluid is sandwiched between two parallel plates and 
the upper plate is lifted according to an exponential profile to realise a constant extension rate ε̇0. b The mid-








dt  (12) 
 
With the help of a force balance derived by Szabo, the tensile stress difference of the 
filament can be determined.219 In case of silk, gravitational and inertial effects can be 
negated due to the high viscosity of the native proteins, the low amount of sample used 
and the short stretching length at low extension rates.191 This simplification does not hold 
for low viscosity fluids stretched at high extension rates which is not the case in my 
experiments. The tensile stress difference in the filament can therefore be simplified and 
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where F(t) is the force required for stretching the filament, Dm(t)	is the mid-diameter of the 
filament and σ is the surface tension of the fluid. Dividing the tensile stress difference by 








where 〈τzz-τrr〉 is the tensile stress difference acting on the filament and ε̇eff the effective 
extension rate. Another important parameter for characterising the extensional properties 
is the effective Hencky strain εeff which can then be calculated with the help of the mid-
diameter Dm(t): 
 





The Hencky or logarithmic strain is a dimensionless number describing the total strain the 
fluid undergoes during stretching. It offers the additional advantage that the extensional 
behaviour of the tested sample can be compared for different extension rates as the time 
factor can be eliminated. 
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2.6 Infrared spectroscopy 
2.6.1 Theory and instrumentation 
Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is a non-destructive analytical technique studying the interaction 
of matter with infrared light. The absorption of infrared radiation excites vibrational modes 
in molecules which provide information about the chemical structure and composition of 
the tested material.220  
Nowadays, experiments are most commonly performed with Fourier transform infrared 
spectrometers (FTIR) which work as described in the following: Inside the spectrometer, 
polychromatic infrared radiation in the range from 14000-400 cm-1 wavenumbers 
(equivalent wavelength: 0.7-25 µm) is emitted from an electrically heated source (Figure 
18). The infrared beam is then guided into a Michelson interferometer, where it is split into 
two beams which are reflected on a stationary or on a moveable mirror to create a defined 
optical path difference D . Both beams then recombine to form either constructive or 
destructive interference depending on the path difference D . After passing through the 
sample, the light reaches the detector and the instrument evaluates the light intensity 
relative to the initial optical path difference D  which is plotted as an interferogram. A 
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Figure 18: Schematic of the beam path of a Fourier Infrared spectrometer. The model is a Thermo Nicolet 6700 
with ATR accessory attached.221  
A common sampling technique is the attenuated total reflectance (ATR) setup which can 
be used for characterising samples in various kinds of shapes such as films, fibres as well 
as liquids and gels. The sample is placed on an ATR sensor, a crystal with a high refractive 
index and excellent properties for transmitting infrared radiation. The infrared light emerging 
from the Michelson interferometer is then coupled into the crystal at an angle of incidence 
so that total reflection occurs at the interface between the crystal and the sample. The total 
internal reflection results in an evanescent wave which is absorbed by the sample. The 
reflected light beam which is evaluated by the detector therefore carries the information 
about the absorbance spectrum of the sample. The sampling depth of ATR is approximately 
2-15 µm and depends on the ratio of the refractive indices of the sample and the crystal as 
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2.6.2 Structural characterisation of silk 
In the literature FTIR is one of the main methods to characterise the composition and 
secondary structure of proteins and therefore silk.158, 223-224 The most common secondary 
structures in proteins are a-helices as well as b-sheets which can be found in a parallel or 
antiparallel configuration.225 Another form of secondary structure is b-turns which reverse 
the direction of the protein chain and thus enable compact folding of the protein.225 These 
three types of secondary structures consist of a large network of hydrogen bonds and 
contribute to the overall stabilisation of the protein. In contrast, areas with little or no specific 
structural features are referred to as random coil or amorphous configuration.  
FTIR is a powerful tool to obtain structural information about proteins in general and 
especially silk as it can directly measure the strength of hydrogen bonds.226 Generally, 
hydrogen bonding lowers the restoring force of stretching vibrations which leads to a peak 
shift towards lower frequencies. The exact opposite happens for bending vibrations where 
the restoring force is increased resulting in a higher vibration frequency.227 
In case of silk, the position of the amide I peak (~1650 cm-1 for unspun silk proteins) 
depends on the secondary structure of the protein backbone and is therefore commonly 
used for secondary structure analysis.158, 228-229 The amide I peak arises mainly due to C=O 
stretching vibrations with minor contributions from out-of-phase CN stretching and NH in-
plane bending.220 A high amount of hydrogen bonding (a-helices and b-sheet structures) 
which is synonymous for structural order in silk will therefore result in a right shift of the 
amide I peak as can be seen for spun silk where the position is shifted towards 1620 cm-1. 
Hence, a right shift of the amide I peak position indicates a more ordered structure while a 
left-shift is characteristic for less ordered samples.220 Consequently, by analysing the amide 
I peak location for different silk samples a direct comparison of the amount of hydrogen 
bonding structure can be deduced. A high amount of hydrogen bonding means a high 
molecular order in silk is present which is due to the high amounts of a-helices and b-sheet 
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structures. In contrast, molecular disorder refers to the random coil configurations within 
silk which do not show hydrogen bonding. 
 
By using polarized FTIR, additional information about the molecular alignment in silk fibres, 
which are highly anisotropic, can be obtained.23, 30-32 Commonly used polarizers that are 
made from an IR-transparent substrate such as BaF2, CaF2 or ZnSe, have metal deposited 
on linearly space grooves to form a wire grid. Only the infrared radiation perpendicular to 
the wire grids gets transmitted and the other radiation is absorbed or reflected. With the 
help of the polarizer, the electric field of the infrared beam is polarized perpendicularly to 
the plane of incidence (s-polarized) (see Figure 19). Two different spectra are then 
recorded (A⊥and A∥) where the silk fibre is placed on the ATR crystal so that it is oriented 
parallel (A∥) and perpendicular (A⊥) to the s-polarized infrared light. The bond orientation 
within the fibre can be analysed by the comparison of the amide I peak in the A∥ and A⊥ 
spectra. If the molecular bonds in the fibre are highly aligned along the axis, the Amide I 
peak at 1620 cm-1 in the A⊥ spectra is shifted towards 1649 cm-1 in the A∥ spectra and 
appears with a much lower intensity.230-231 However, if the molecular bonds in the fibre are 
not aligned at all, the peak at 1620 cm-1 in the A⊥ has the same location and similar intensity 
in the A∥ spectra. Consequently, the ratio of both amide I peak intensities (A⊥/A∥) gives a 
qualitative measure to compare the molecular alignment of artificial and native silk fibres 
(see Figure 20). Another indication of oriented b-sheet structure is the 1698 cm-1 peak in 
the A∥ spectra.231 
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Figure 19: The principle of polarized FTIR. S-polarized light is created by a ZnSe polarizer which then interacts 
with the silk fibre. Depending on how the silk fibre is oriented to the s-polarised light, either a parallel (A∥) or 
perpendicular (A⊥) spectra is obtained. 
 
Figure 20: Parallel and perpendicular spectra for a native silk fibre. The ratio of the amide I peak intensities 
(A⊥/A∥) provides information about the molecular alignment while the location of the amide I peak in the 
perpendicular spectrum determines the order/disorder in the fibre. Additionally, the assignment and orientation 
dependence of the Amide I bonds is given.231  
Position in cm-1 Assignment Preferential orientation
1698 Amide I, b-sheets
1649 Amide I, unordered
1620 Amide I, b-sheets
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2.7 Optical Birefringence 
The molecular structure of silk fibres on a macroscale can be qualitatively characterised by 
birefringence measurements using an optical microscope with polarized light. With this 
method it is possible to see whether the silk fibres exhibit structural features (b-sheet 
structures) and molecular alignment. Birefringence, an optical phenomenon, means the 
double refraction of light in an anisotropic material which is caused by differences in the 
orientation of the refractive indices within the material.232 For birefringence measurements, 
a silk fibre is oriented at a between crossed polarizers in an optical microscope. 
The light that enters the polarizer is linearly polarized and gets refracted by the silk fibre 
which splits the incoming light into separate components. The next polarizer, also called 
analyser, blocks all light waves perpendicular to the wire grid and therefore allows analysis 
of the retardation between the light waves. 
Generally, there are two different forms of birefringence which can be either caused by 
structural features (structural birefringence) or external forces that lead to alignment or 
deformation of a material that is not naturally birefringent (stress and strain 
birefringence).232 In silk fibres, birefringence is caused by the difference in refractive indices 
between the crystalline b-sheet and the amorphous regions as well as by the highly aligned 
molecular chain within the fibre. Additionally, flow birefringence can be observed for the 
liquid silk feedstock when the proteins are subjected to shear and extensional flow. These 
flow fields cause molecular alignment which can also result in flow-induced crystallisation 
when aligned molecular chains come in close proximity, interact with each other and 
eventually form crystalline structures. 
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2.8 Dynamic light scattering (DLS) 
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) is a technique for measuring the size, number and 
distribution of sub-micron molecules/particles dispersed in a liquid based on their molecular 
diffusion rate. Due to collisions with solvent molecules, the molecules/particles undergo 
constant random movements (Brownian motion) which can be analysed by shining a 
monochromatic laser on the sample in a cuvette (Figure 21a). 
 
Figure 21: The principle of dynamic light scattering. a Schematic of the DLS setup. b The scattered light 
intensity is recorded over time a fixed angle q . 
The moving particles scatter the light which is detected over time at a fixed angle q  (Figure 
21b). Intensity fluctuations in the signal caused by the different sizes and shapes of the 
particles are analysed to derive a correlation function which is a mathematical description 
of the intensity fluctuations and allows the determination of the translational diffusion 
coefficient of the particles. Larger molecules move slower than smaller ones and therefore 
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Figure 22: Light intensity fluctuations for small and large particles. Small particles show a much faster decrease 
in the correlation function compared to larger particles. Image taken from Anton Paar website.234  
With the help of the diffusion coefficient D the particle size (hydrodynamic radius RH) can 







where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, η the viscosity of the liquid and 
RH the hydrodynamic radius which is the radius of a sphere that has the same translational 
diffusion coefficient as the particle.  
From the correlation function different size information can be determined. By fitting a single 
exponential to the correlation function, the mean particle size (z-average) and an estimate 
of the polydispersity can be determined. When fitting multiple exponential functions, the 
intensity distribution of particles sizes can be calculated from which the number and volume 
distribution can be derived (Figure 23). The intensity distribution emphasises larger 
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particles as they scatter more light than smaller ones while the number and volume 
distribution represent small particle fractions more strongly. 
 
Figure 23: Intensity, number and volume distribution for DLS experiments. The intensity distribution can be 
determined by fitting multiple exponential functions to the correlation function. The number and volume 
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CHAPTER 3:  
Preliminary Experiments and Results 
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This chapter describes initial experiments that were carried out with the aim to get a better 
understanding how silk proteins can assemble into strong and tough fibres under natural 
conditions. As outlined in the literature review, such knowledge is not only necessary for 
improving the production of artificial silk fibres but can also inspire the development of a 
new class of materials that can be processed under very benign conditions in a similar way 
to silk.  
The results and observations described in this chapter provided me with helpful insights 
into silk processing and this is why I find it important to mention. This knowledge laid the 
foundation for the following main part of this thesis that significantly contributes to a better 
understanding of how silk is spun.  
One overlooked aspect of silk spinning to date is extensional flow which has only been 
partially addressed for silk although it is critical for structural development in the final fibre. 
Therefore, the plan was to replicate silk spinning with a flow visualisation device that has a 
similar geometry to the natural silkworm duct. Such a device can help to shed new light on 
how and under what conditions silk proteins assemble into hierarchical structures within 
the duct. 
In the literature, most devices for silk spinning are based on syringe needles or other 
simplified spinnerets for protein extrusion that are unable to mimic the silk duct geometry 
and do not allow flow visualisation.94-98, 100, 125, 127-131 Additionally, they lack a tapering part 
which induces elongational flow, the most important flow field for molecular alignment.5 
Recently, microfluidic devices have gained a lot of popularity in silk spinning as they can 
be manufactured in various geometries and only require small amounts of feedstock.99, 102, 
163-166 However, the devices that were used to date still do not manage to mimic the flow 
conditions in the silkworm duct as they lack either a tapering geometry or a circular cross 
section.  
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Martel et al. 164-165 for example introduced a tube-in-square-pipe microfluidic cell made from 
borosilicate glass to study the fibre formation of regenerated silk. With their cell they could 
realise a concentric flow profile of silk proteins and buffer solution but only in a non-tapering 
geometry. Kinahan163 also presented a rectangular device and introduced an elongational 
flow field by two polyethylene oxide (PEO) cross flow channels. Other devices with a 
tapering geometry were implemented by Rammensee166 and Yaopeng Zhang’s group99, 102. 
While Rammensee does not specify the geometry, the devices manufactured by Zhang’s 
group only have a rectangular cross section.  
Therefore, in order to be able to mimic the silkworm gland geometry and allow flow 
visualisation I consider pulled glass capillaries to be a promising option as they can be 
easily and repeatedly tapered to a required geometry.237 Moreover, glass is transparent for 
visual and microscopic inspection and the inside surface can be treated with chemicals to 
achieve different surface properties such as hydrophobicity.  
3.1 Developing a flow visualisation device for silk proteins 
A Narishige PB-7 glass capillary puller (Figure 24) was used to produce glass capillaries 
with differently tapered geometries by varying the heater settings. For different heater 
settings (6, 7, 8 and 10) at least two glass capillaries were pulled and their shape 
characterised.  
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Figure 24: Narishige PB-7 glass capillary puller. 
The inner diameter of the tapering part of the capillary was analysed using a Leica MZ6 
modular stereomicroscope (Leica Microsystems GmbH, Germany) and the tip region was 
measured with a Diaphot-TMD inverted microscope (Nikon Corp., Japan).  
For a better visualisation of the inner diameter, the glass capillaries were submerged in 
vegetable oil to match the refractive index of glass and filled with a red food colour/water 
mixture (see Figure 25). 
 
Figure 25: Pulled glass capillary. The analysis of the glass capillaries’ tapered region was done with a Leica 
MZ6 stereomicroscope. Scalebar:1 mm. 
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The inner diameters of the capillaries produced with heater settings 6,7,8 and 10 were 
measured on merged images using the software Image J and are plotted in Figure 26. The 
straight capillary part has an average inner diameter of 1.22 ± 0.02 mm and the beginning 
of the tapering part of the capillary (length 0 mm in Figure 26) was defined as the value 
were the capillary’s straight diameter dropped by two percent. In the tapering region the 
diameter decreases abruptly to around 250 µm within a length of 4 mm and ends in the tip 
region where the slope almost becomes linear. It is obvious that depending on the heating 
power, the shape of the tapered part and tip region can be altered. With increasing heating 
power (higher heater setting) the inner diameter of the tip region gets bigger. The two 
replicates for each heater setting show a concurring regime. The inset in graph a) depicts 
the final diameter for all capillaries. With a heater setting of 6 the final diameter is around 
50 µm and increases to 80, 100 and 117 µm for heater setting 7, 8 and 10. In graph b) the 
capillaries dimensions are compared to the lumen of the Bombyx mori silk duct (data 
extracted from Asakura et al. 200747). The regime of the silk duct is in good agreement with 
the capillary produced with heater setting 6 and only shows slight differences between 3 
and 7 mm on the length scale where the capillary shows a less steep transition from the 
tapering part to the tip. In conclusion, capillaries prepared with heater setting 6 can very 
accurately reproduce the geometry of the natural silkworm duct and are therefore used as 
flow visualisation device. The slightly steeper decline in diameter from 3-6 mm of the 
silkworm gland (see Figure 26b) results in different extensional forces at this point, yet the 
exact extensional flow field is difficult to plot. 
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Figure 26: Dimensions of the flow visualisation device. The inner diameter of the glass capillaries produced 
with different heater settingsAt least two capillaries were pulled and measured for every heater setting. The 
inset of graph a) shows the final diameter at the very tip. Graph b) compares the different glass capillaries to 
the Bombyx mori silk duct dimensions which were extracted from Asakura et al. 2007.47 
3.2 Realising a defined flow through the device 
With the glass capillary having very similar dimensions to the B. mori silk duct, the next 
step is trying to realise a defined flow through the device. The first approach was to attach 
the glass capillary to a 1 ml syringe by pushing it into the opening of the syringe and fixing 
it with PTFE tape (see Figure 27). The PTFE tape was able to fix the capillary and also 
helped to prevent the syringe from leaking. The experiment was conducted with native silk 
proteins obtained from the posterior part of the middle gland of 5th instar B.mori silkworms 
as these proteins are mainly free of sericin. The silk proteins were loaded into the syringe 
and a syringe pump (AL1000-220, World Precision Instruments LLC) was used to push 
them through the capillary. Unfortunately, this did not work due to a build-up of pressure 
which ejected the capillary from the syringe. Another problem was that silk already started 
to form aggregates within the syringe due to the shear and extensional forces the proteins 
were experiencing when flowing through the syringe.  
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Figure 27: Silk flow visualisation setup 1. Pushing a glass capillary into the opening of a 1 ml syringe and fixing 
it with PTFE tape to prevent it from leaking. The syringe in this picture is filled with a red food colour/water 
mixture for better visualisation. 
In a next step, I tried to modify the flow visualisation device to implement a vacuum system 
at one side of the capillary while pushing from the other with a syringe pump. This setup 
simulates the silkworm pulling the fibre from the gland56 (see Setup 2 in Figure 28). For 
this, Luer adapters were connected to a converging-diverging glass capillary with 
polyurethane tubes at both sides. The capillary is then glued to a petri dish with a glass 
window (microscope cover slide) to allow for flow visualisation under a microscope with 
polarized light. Again, with this setup it was not possible to flow silk proteins through the 
glass capillary as the required forces were too high. In a later study by our group we have 




Figure 28: Silk flow visualisation setup 2. A glass capillary with a tapered middle part was accessed at both 
ends to push and suck the proteins through the duct. A glass cover slip is glued to a petri dish with hot melt 
glue to allow visualisation under polarized light. 
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In an attempt to reduce the pressure build-up and further facilitate the flow of the silk 
proteins through the glass capillary, the capillary tip was shortened from 20 mm to around 
10 mm in setup 3 (Figure 29). This time a flow rate of 0.2 µl/min could be realised with a 
syringe pump which was calculated to be the flow rate of silk proteins inside the gland of a 
silkworm. The flow rate inside a silkworm can be estimated via the principle of conservation 
of mass. The silkworm spins fibres with a diameter of 20 µm (0.020mm) at a speed of 
around 10 mm/s. This is a total fibre volume of 0.003 mm3 which is spun per second. The 
same amount has to flow inside the duct due to conversation of mass and is therefore equal 




Figure 29: Silk flow visualisation setup 3. The glass capillary and a microscope cover slide are glued together 
on a hole in the petri dish. The capillary is connected to a Luer adapter by a polyurethane tube which can then 
be connection to the syringe. 
3.3 Flow visualisation under a microscope 
Using setup 3, the native silk proteins obtained from the posterior part of the middle gland 
of 5th instar B.mori silkworms were flown through the glass capillary and imaged using a 
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microscope with polarized light to investigate whether birefringence can be detected. The 
experiments were carried out at standard lab conditions ( C, 50 ± 5% RH). In order 
to allow for visualisation and look “inside” the capillary, I had to match the refractive index 
of glass with air which was done by submerging the capillary in glycerol (99% glycerol 
supplied by Acros Organics). Although no birefringence could be detected at a flow rate of 
0.2 µl/min (flow rate of silk proteins in silk duct), flow alignment was visible when using an 
excessive amount of force which was supplied by pressing the syringe plunger by hand 
(Figure 30).  
 
Figure 30: Silk birefringence. The proteins start to align and show birefringence when flown through a glass 
capillary only at very high speeds. 
3.4 Spinning natural silk under unnatural conditions 
In the next set of experiments setup 3 (see Figure 29) was used to spin silk fibres from 
native silk proteins. Just flowing silk proteins through the capillary fibre formation was not 
possible. Therefore, I tried to induce fibre formation under unnatural conditions (i.e. fibre 
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formation was cause by precipitation in a coagulation bath instead of flow-induced 
crystallisation). I found that glycerol which was used to match the refractive index of glass 
with air also served as a coagulation bath for the native silk proteins. The spinning setup in 
Figure 31 was operated under a Diaphot-TMD inverted microscope (Nikon Corp., Japan) 
with polarized light.).  
 
 
Figure 31: Silk fibre spinning setup.The glass capillary is connected to a syringe pump and a reeling motor is 
added so that the proteins can constantly be pulled out as a fibre. With this setup it is possible to visualise what 
happens at the capillary tip. 
The glass capillary in this setup was produced with heater setting 7 and the syringe pump 
flow rate was set to 0.2 µl/min. The reeling motor was calibrated so that an electrical voltage 
can be related to a specific number of rotations of the motor. The voltage was set so that 
the motor runs at 24 rpm which is equivalent to a fibre drawing speed of 5 mm/s with a 4 
mm diameter of the rotating metal stick. Due to the protein precipitation in glycerol a solid 
fibre could be drawn from the capillary. The fibres were not soluble in water. 
The visualisation of the capillary tip under polarized light can be seen in Figure 32. The 
inner diameter at the very end is 200 µm. Birefringence indicating the orientation of the 
proteins can clearly be seen from the point where the proteins detach from the wall and 
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start to form a fibre. During this experiment it was possible to continuously spin fibres for 7 
minutes at a spinning rate of 5 mm/s until all the loaded silk (150 mg in total) was flown 
through the capillary. However, characterisation of the dried, spun fibres has shown that 
they were very brittle and weak (strength: 52.7 ± 19.8 MPa, elongation: 1.2 ± 0.4%), similar 
to as-spun artificial silk fibres in literature (see chapter 1). The fibre diameter varied a lot 
over the length and was roughly around 56 µm in average. 
 
 
Figure 32: Spinning silk via coagulation in a glycerol bath. Native B. mori silk proteins flowing through a capillary 
with a shortened tip (see setup 3 in Figure 29) under polarized light. Due to the drawing, the proteins detach 
from the wall (in literature termed as draw-down taper47, red circle) and can be pulled out. Starting from the 
draw-down region birefringence can be observed as the proteins orient along the fibre axis. 
Despite these seemingly disappointing results, the following lessons were learned from the 
above-mentioned experiments that were important for my understanding of silk processing 
and the design of the experiments in the following chapters: 
1) It was not possible to flow native B. mori silk proteins through a glass capillary with 
similar dimensions to the natural silk gland. While in this thesis the conclusion is 
based on observations for this specific geometry, the modelling and experimental 
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verification for the silkworm duct geometry was addressed and discussed later in a 
paper by Sparkes and Holland.56 
2) Silk fibre formation is not possible by flowing silk proteins through short, tapered 
geometry as in setup 3 in Figure 29. This suggests that metal ions and pH seem to 
play an important role in structure formation during flow. 
3) Silk proteins are able to align in flow fields, as indicated by flow birefringence in 
Figure 30, yet only with a huge amount of force that was supplied by pressing the 
syringe plunger by hand. 
To conclude, native B. mori silk proteins could only be flown through a tapered glass 
capillary that is around half the length of the silkworm duct (see setup 3). During fibre 
spinning with the same setup 3, fibre formation only occurred via coagulation in a 
glycerol bath which ultimately yielded very brittle and weak fibres. This suggests that 
silk spinning is not only about the quality of the protein feedstock but also the correct 
processing where pH and metal ions seem to play an important role.   








CHAPTER 4:  
Extensional Flow Behaviour and 
Spinnability of Native Silk 
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The literature review in chapter 1 has highlighted that in order to improve the processing 
and poor mechanical performance of current artificial silk fibres it is crucial to get a better 
insight into how silk assembles into strong and tough fibres in Nature. Therefore, in this 
chapter, I investigate the currently unknown extensional flow behaviour of native silk 
proteins. Extensional flow is the main flow field in fibre spinning and responsible for 
structure formation and studying it can provide us with new insight into how native silk fibres 
are formed. Additionally, the surface tension of native silk proteins is determined which is 
required for calculating the transient extensional viscosity. This chapter is based on the 
manuscript “Extensional flow behaviour and spinnability of native silk” published in the 
journal Soft Matter.238  
4.1 Abstract 
Silk fibres are assembled via flow. While changes in the physiological environment of the 
gland as well as the shear rheology of silk are largely understood, the effect of extensional 
flow fields on native silk proteins is almost completely unknown. Here I demonstrate that 
filament stretching on a conventional tensile tester is a suitable technique to assess silk’s 
extensional flow properties and its ability to form fibres under extensional conditions 
characteristic of natural spinning. I report that native Bombyx mori silk responds differently 
to extensional flow fields when compared to synthetic linear polymers, as evidenced by a 
higher Trouton ratio which I attribute to silk’s increased interchain interactions. Finally, I 
show that native silk proteins can only be spun into stable fibres at low extension rates as 
a result of dehydration, suggesting that extensional fields alone are unable to induce natural 
fibre formation.  
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4.2 Introduction 
Natural silk spinning is a highly energy efficient process, creating protein fibres with an 
impressive combination of stiffness, strength and elasticity comparable to, and often 
exceeding, that of synthetic polymers.11-12, 17-19 These properties are attributed to the self-
assembly of hierarchical structures present in silk fibres13, 239 which are not only the result 
of protein sequence but also the way the feedstock is processed42, 240, i.e. spun2.  
Understanding and successfully replicating natural silk spinning can hopefully pave the way 
for a new generation of high performance, low energy materials.14 My systematic analysis 
of 49 studies over the past 70 years in chapter 1 revealed that current artificial spinning 
approaches are yet to match as-spun natural fibres and in order to do so require non-natural 
spinning conditions (i.e. harsh solvents) or significant post-processing (i.e. post spin 
draw).1, 67, 99, 121, 131 I concluded that to produce a truly biomimetic silk requires the field to 
both develop improved (i.e. higher molecular weight)75 artificial feedstocks and in tandem, 
spinning systems that replicate the flow conditions and chemistry present in the natural 
spinning duct.  
Natural silk spinning begins with an aqueous native protein feedstock secreted at high 
concentration (~400 kDa at ~250 mg/ml or 25% dry weight) into specialised glands.2, 47 As 
the feedstock is pulled through the gland56, the silk proteins in both spiders and silkworms 
experience changes in pH46, 48, 241-242, metal ion content42, 49, 243, and become aligned due to 
flow stress5, 58 before finally forming a solid fibre as they undergo extensional flow and 
dehydration.5, 56, 59. While the physiological changes during natural spinning are well 
understood, little is known about how silk proteins respond to a purely extensional flow 
field.  
This is an important gap in our knowledge as control of extensional flow fields has been 
shown to be crucial in successfully designing fibre spinning devices in both polymer and 
biopolymer-based systems.99, 180, 244-246 This was first seen by Chappel and co-workers247 in 
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1964 when they were trying to spin Nylon 6.6 and today with a range of groups across the 
world who are looking at how extensional flow imparts orientation and structure 
development during melt processing and especially in fibre spinning.248-253 
In the case of silk, whilst the shear flow behaviour is largely understood, its extensional flow 
is not, having only begun to be addressed in a single study by Kojic and co-workers over a 
decade ago.254 In that study they reported extensional properties by stretching a native 
spider silk protein sample extracted from the major ampullate gland in a customised 
microscale capillary break-up extensional rheometer. However, due to limited sample 
availability and an estimation of surface tension, the resulting extensional properties may 
not be entirely representative of the natural system.  
This chapter seeks to extend this knowledge by investigating fibre formation of native silk 
proteins extracted from the silkworm Bombyx mori under extensional flow fields.  
To achieve this, I have developed, as suggested by Kojic et al.254, a filament stretching 
rheometer190 as a means to investigate the extensional properties of small sample sizes 
with high viscosity188 and determined the surface tension of native silk (which is also 
important for other silk-water interactions255 such as electrospinning256 and printing257). 
4.3 Experimental methods 
4.3.1 Surface tension of native silk proteins 
The surface tension of native silk proteins was determined by the captive bubble method 
described in detail in chapter 2.175-176 However, firstly it is required to determine the surface 
tension of water and oil as well as the interfacial tension of the water-oil system which was 
done via the pendent drop method. Images of pendent drops were taken at standard lab 
C, 50 ± 5% RH) in equilibrium state (drop is about to fall off). Generally, 
the measurement is influenced by temperature and humidity where the surface tension 
decreases with increasing temperature and humidity. The influence of humidity is, however, 
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much less pronounced compared to a change in temperature.258 The images were 
converted to greyscale and then analysed using the ImageJ plugin by Dearr and Mogne.259 
Depending on the curvature of the pendent drops and the density difference to the 
surrounding medium the surface tension can be calculated according to the Young-Laplace 







�= ΔP ≡ ΔP0-Δρgz (17) 
where R1 and R2 are the radii of curvature (see Figure 33), ΔP is the Laplace pressure 
across the interface and Δρ is the density difference to air in case of surface tension or 
another media for calculating the interfacial tension. The density of water (Type II water) 
and oil (rapeseed oil) was determined by weighing 10 ml of each liquid which was pipetted 
into a weighing boat. The average of 10 measurements was taken for the calculation of the 
surface tension. The gravitational acceleration g was taken as 9.81 m/s-2. 
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Figure 33: Schematic of a pendent drop with the radii of curvature R1 and R2 which are used to calculate the 
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4.3.2 Filament stretching on a tensile tester 
For the extensional characterisation of native silk proteins from the silkworm Bombyx mori 
a Zwick Z0.5 TS tensile tester was modified so that it can be operated as a filament 
stretching rheometer (Figure 34a). The challenges are the realisation of the exponential 
plate separation which is required for ideal uniaxial extension and the measurement of the 
mid-diameter for the calculation of the effective extension rate (Figure 34b and c). The 
Zwick tensile tester is inherently not capable of performing an exponential plate separation 
but by programming several linear steps in the test sequence editor provided in the Zwick 
testXpert software an exponential profile can be approximated with very good accuracy. 
This was done for extension rates of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.5 s-1 which were identified to 
be characteristic for natural silk spinning (see Figure 35, Table 3).  
 
 
Figure 34: Setup for measuring the extensional properties of silk. a A conventional Zwick Z0.5 testing machine 
was modified for filament stretching. b Initial plate separation prior to starting the test. The plates were then 
separated according to an exponential profile which was realized with the help of the test sequence editor in 
the Zwick testXpert software. c The force and filament mid-diameter were recorded for each experiment which 
permits the calculation of the transient extensional viscosity with an effective extension rate (see chapter 2).
a







t0 = 0 t > t0
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Table 3: Parameters for fitting an extensional plate separation 


























1.1 0.075 2.5 0.31 0.4 0.23 0.4 0.32 0.3 0.55 
2.1 0.13 3.5 0.4 1.2 0.33 1.1 0.5 0.9 0.8 
3.1 0.18 4.75 0.5 2.6 0.56 2.7 0.84 3 1.5 
5 0.25 6.25 0.66 4.4 0.9 4.8 1.4 6 3.1 
8 0.37 8 0.83 7.2 1.37 8.8 2.5 12 4.9 
11.5 0.53 10 1.10 11.2 2.1 13.6 3.8 20 9.3 
15.75 0.73 12 1.2 16.8 3 20 5.8   
20 0.95 14.25 1.4 20 4.3     
  18 1.7       
  20 2.3       
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The lowest and highest extension rates during natural silk spinning in the silkworm were 











where Q̇ is the flow rate of the silk proteins within the silkworm duct, L is the length of the 
converging duct, D and d are the duct diameters before and after the converging section, 
respectively.  
The natural spinning speeds in silkworms range from around 5-15 mm/s and the 
dimensions of the spinning duct were taken from Asakura and co-workers.34, 47  
The lowest extension rates during silk spinning occur in the tapering part of the silk gland. 
At the lowest spinning speed (5 mm/s), a fibre volume of 0.0016 mm3/s (fibre diameter 20 
µm) is spun which is equal to the flow rate Q̇ due to the principle of conservation of mass. 
This results in a minimum extension rate of 0.036 s-1 for L=22 mm, D=0.4 mm and d=0.05 
mm.47 At 15 mm/s the extension rate within the duct equals to 0.11 s-1. 
The highest extension rates, however, occur at the draw-down taper where fibre is pulled 
from the silk gland. At this position the diameter converges from D=0.04 mm to d=0.02 mm 
over a length of L=3 mm. For the lowest and highest spinning speeds (5 and 15 mm/s) this 
results in extension rates of 0.625 and 1.88 s-1, respectively.  
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Figure 35: Exponential plate separation for ideal uniaxial extention. The dashed lines represent the ideal 
extensional profile and the coloured lines are the fitted profileprogrammed into the Zwick testXpert software 
(see Table 3).  
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The change in diameter of the silk filament was recorded by a 1.45MP QICAM 12-bit Mono 
camera (QImaging, Canada) at a rate of 10 frames per second. The mid-diameter was 
subsequently determined by analysing the video material in Matlab. In short, the image 
stacks recorded with the camera were converted to binary images with Fiji software and 
then loaded into Matlab. The plate separation of each image was then correlated with the 
values from the Zwick machine so that the exact location of the filament midpoint was 
known and marked for each image (Figure 36). Along this line the Matlab programme was 
scanning for the first and last white pixel from which it can calculate the number of pixels in 
between. As the scale of the image is known in mm/pixel the mid-diameter can be 
calculated. Unfortunately, due to the transparent nature of the silk proteins an automated 
measurement with Matlab was not always possible and therefore several image stacks had 
to be measured manually. 
 
 
Figure 36: Automated determination of the filament’s mid-diameter. The image is produced by the Matlab 
programme and shows where the mid diameter was determined. 
 
The silk proteins were uniaxially stretched on a Zwick Z0.5 TS testing machine (Zwick 
GmbH & Co. KG, Germany) equipped with a 5 N load cell under standard lab conditions 
C, 50 ± 5% RH) at rates varying from 0.05 to 0.5 s-1. Of particular note is that the 
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exponential profiles of the highest rates (0.3 and 0.5 s-1) are equivalent to spinning speeds 
between 5-10 mm/s, replicating those used by the silkworm in nature.33-34 (see calculation 
above) 
For extensional tests in a high humidity atmosphere, an environmental chamber was built 
around the sample which was then filled with saturated water vapour created by a 
humidifier. The humidity inside the chamber was measured with a TRH 22 hygrometer 
(Meterman, UK). 
4.3.3 Shear rheology experiments 
For the shear rheology experiments the same loading and handling protocols reported 
earlier by Laity and Holland were employed.64-65 In short, the experiments were performed 
on a Bohlin Gemini rheometer (Malvern Instruments, UK) with a CP1/10 cone and plate 
geomet C.  
Experiments were performed in three stages. At first, a conditioning step was applied at a 
shear rate of 1 s-1 for 100 s to equally distribute the sample in the geometry and eliminate 
any residual stresses from loading. Second, oscillatory measurements were performed 
from 25 to 0.1 Hz at an applied strain of 0.02. Lastly, the shear viscosity was determined 
by applying a shear rate ramp from 0.1 s-1 to 100 s-1. The value for the zero-shear viscosity 
η0 was determined by extrapolation of the viscosity curve to 0 s-1. The concentration of the 
native silk proteins from the posterior section of the middle gland was determined 
gravimetrically. Therefore, the weight of around 200 mg of proteins from an adjacent section 
was dried at 60 °C under vacuum until constant weight was achieved. The solid residue 
was then used to calculate the protein concentration. 
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4.4 Results and discussion 
4.4.1 Surface tension 
The surface tension of oil and water as well as the interfacial tension of the water/oil system, 
which are required for the calculation of silk’s surface tension, were measured by analysing 
the shape of pendent drops as shown in Figure 37. 
 
Figure 37: Determining the surface tension with the pendent drop method. a water in air, b oil in air and c water 
in oil. 
The results of the measured density difference and the surface/interfacial tensions are 
shown in Table 4. 
 
Table 4: Results of the surface/interfacial tension measurements.  
T = 24°C Δρ in g/cm3 γ in mN/m 
water-air 0.9976 ± 0.0004 71.8 ± 0.8 
oil-air 0.9161 ± 0.0027 31.2 ± 1.7 
oil-water 0.0815 ± 0.0031 22.4 ± 1.2 
 
At 24°C, the surface tension of water was calculated to be 71.8 ± 0.8 mN/m which is in 
± 0.1 mN/m).260 The 
a b c
1 mm 1 mm 1 mm
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surface tension of rapeseed oil with 31.2 ± 1.7 mN/m and the interfacial tension of oil-water 
with 22.4 ± 1.2 mN/m are also in accordance with values reported in literature.261-262 
Based on these results the contact angle measurements of an air bubble and oil droplet on 
a silk surface and the resulting surface tension of silk together with its polar and dispersive 
components can be calculated (Figure 38a-c). 
The surface tension of native silk was found to range between 43.3 and 69.1 mN/m, with 
an average of 54.2 mN/m. Any inter-sample variability (see Table 5) was attributed to minor 
differences in concentration, surface roughness and measurement time. Additionally, the 
silk proteins get diluted in water which also contributed towards sample variability. However 
despite this variation, our results are based on 1o repeated experiments and are in 
agreement with the range from 30 to 60 mN/m that was estimated by Kojic and co-
workers254 and those measured previously for a reconstituted silk263. 
 
 
Figure 38: Results for the surface tension of silk. a Contact angle of air bubbles to the silk surface. b Contact 
angle of oil droplets to the silk surface. c Polar and dispersive components and total surface tension of native 




g     in mN/m g     in mN/m g      in mN/m
27.8   6.1 26.4   1.8 54.2   7.8
c
2 mm 2 mm
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Table 5: Contact angle measurement results. The contact angle of air and oil to the silk surface as well as for 
the surface tension of silk and its dispersive and polar components is shown. The average was taken from 10 
measurements and the standard deviation is reported.  
θO in  θA in  γSA
 d  in mN/m γSA
 p  in mN/m γSA in mN/m 
23.2 42.6 33.0 28.9 61.9 
42.1 52.0 28.4 25.7 54.1 
38.3 51.0 28.4 26.2 54.6 
27.7 43.8 32.7 28.4 61.1 
32.3 51.7 26.6 26.6 53.2 
37.3 60.7 20.3 24.6 44.9 
34.7 37.7 40.2 28.9 69.1 
32.2 59.1 20.7 25.3 46.0 
45.4 63.1 19.9 23.4 43.3 
40.0 52.4 27.5 25.8 53.3 
35.3 ± 6.7 51.4 ± 8.2 27.8 ± 6.5 26.4 ± 1.9 54.2 ± 8.2 
 
4.4.2 Extensional flow behaviour and spinnability of native silk 
Native silk proteins were stretched at different rates to evaluate their extensional flow 
behaviour and subsequent spinnability (ability to form fibres, see video 1 in Appendix A2). 
From initial observations during stretching, I found native silk proteins to be prone to 
necking in the middle of the fluid column. This process is initiated by shear forces acting on 
the fluid at small strains as a result of the material adhering to the endplates.191, 194 Despite 
this necking, samples showed good spinnability at the lowest rates (0.05 s-1 and 0.1 s-1) as 
they could always be stretched out into fibres up to a plate separation of 20 mm.  
Upon increasing the extension rate, filament formation became less likely at 0.2 s-1 and 
impossible > 0.3 s-1 (video 1 in Appendix A2 and Figure 39a). From video 1 it is clear that 
these filaments did not fail due to continuous necking but snapped instantly due to elastic 
fracture. I interpret this as when subjected to higher extension rates the silk proteins cannot 
either relax/rearrange in time to the deformation field or lack sufficient stiffness (gel 
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strength) and therefore the fluid column ruptures due to the build-up of elastic stresses. 
This is surprising as these higher extension rates coincide with natural spinning speeds. 
Therefore, there may be factors other than extensional flow contributing to natural fibre 
formation at higher rates that are not accounted for here and will be the subject of the next 
chapter.  
Regardless of whether fibre formation was possible, the extensional flow behaviour of the 
silk proteins could still be evaluated by determining the transient extensional viscosity (ηE
+). 
When plotted against time, three distinct regions can be identified in the viscosity curve for 
all extension rates (Figure 39b): after an initial transient response, the viscosity plateaus 
before it deviates upwards. The viscosity increase after the plateau arises from an effect 
called strain hardening, which is shifted to shorter times for higher extension rates. For the 
animal this appears fortuitous as strain hardening is an important property in polymers that 
improves processability during fibre spinning by stabilising the fluid column and reducing 
necking.264-265 For the higher extension rates there are several pronounced steps in the 
viscosity data after plateau which can be explained by a shift in velocities of the tensile 
tester as the exponential velocity profile is fitted by a series of linear increases. Some of 
the sample show a slight decrease of the transient extensional viscosity in the plateau 
region. This could either be due to gravitational effects or molecular rearrangements during 
stretching which lowers the viscosity before strain hardening occurs.  
Assuming the silk feedstock to be akin to an entangled polymer solution266, I attribute the 
observed strain hardening and associated viscosity increase to be due to chain 
entanglements hindering the rearrangement of the silk proteins during flow.197, 217 267  
The extent of strain hardening can be compared for the different extension rates by 
eliminating the time factor and plotting the transient extensional viscosity against the total 
Hencky strain 𝜀𝜀eff (Figure 39c). Starting from a Hencky strain of 1 all curves show strain 
hardening with similar slopes up to a value of 105 Pa×s, suggesting that the viscosity 
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increase is independent of the tested strain rates. These measurements of silkworm silk 
fibroin shows less pronounced strain hardening when compared to Kojic’s spider silk which 
reaches viscosity values above 106 Pa×s for a Hencky strain of 3.254  
 
 
Figure 39: Extensional properties of silk. a Native silk proteins show a good spinnability at low extension rates 
while no stable fibre formation is possible at speeds which are characteristic for natural silk spinning. b Transient 
extensional viscosity of silk fibroin for different extension rates plotted against time. c Transient extensional 
viscosity plotted against the Hencky strain 𝜺𝜺eff to eliminate the time factor and compare the strain hardening 
behaviour for the different extension rates. It was found that 𝜼𝜼E� in the plateau region is highly variable between 
different worms. This variability was already found in shear rheology experiments from our group.64 As proteins 
from different worms were used for each extension rate, we compared curves with similar extensional 
viscosities in the plateau region (5000-7500 Pa×s). 
 
Although spider and silkworm silks differ markedly in molecular structure, this order of 
magnitude difference may also be due to the small sample size and therefore the influence 
of dehydration in the previous work.254 In order to estimate the influence of dehydration 
during my extensional experiments, I determined the processability parameter P, a 
a
cb
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dimensionless number, that relates the stretching time with the time scale of water diffusion 
(limits water evaporation) through the native silk dope (P=tstretch/tdiff).254, 268-269 Water 
evaporation is negligible for P<<1 but becomes significant for values approaching 1. At the 
start of my extensional experiments where the filament diameter is around 1 mm, 
evaporation is certainly negligible yet might have an influence at smaller diameters towards 
the end of the experiment. Consequently, I analysed the influence of water evaporation 
starting from the point where the filament has a diameter of 100 µm. The time scale for 
diffusion is given by tdiff = R/Dw, where R is the initial filament radius (100 µm in my case) 
and Dw the diffusivity for water in silk (Dw = 2×10-5 mm2/s). 254, 270 
For 0.3 and 0.5 s-1 the stretching time tstretch from a filament diameter of 100 µm to the end 
of the test (in this case filament rupture) is around 1s, which results in a processability 
parameter of P ≤  0.008. This suggests a negligible influence of water evaporation during 
stretching at high extensional rates. Towards lower extension rates, the stretching time 
increases and the processability value P returns values of 0.12 for 0.1s-1 and 0.24 for 0.05 
s-1. These values indicate that at low extension rates filament dehydration has to be taken 
into account which was checked by stretching native protein samples at 55% R.H. and in a 
water saturated atmosphere (98% R.H.) at 0.1 s-1 (see video 2, Appendix A2). Although the 
proteins exhibited the same transient extensional viscosity increase under both conditions, 
it was not possible to form a fibre in a high humidity atmosphere as the fluid column 
continuously necked until the filament was completely separated (see video 2 and Figure 
40).  
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Figure 40: The extensional viscosity of native silk at different humidities. The stretching is compared at standard 
lab conditions (55% RH, 23 °C) and in a water saturated atmosphere (98% RH). Three samples for both 
conditions were measured and the curves were averaged. The coloured area around the data points shows the 
standard deviation. 
 
Consequently, I conclude that the strain hardening behaviour which is evoked by the 
entangled structure of silk is only influenced by water evaporation starting from a Hencky 
strain of around 4-5. This suggests that fibre formation at low extension rates is only 
possible due to dehydration at the final stage of stretching, when the diameter gets smaller 
than ~20 µm.  
Another factor thought to have considerable influence on fibre spinning is the shear 
viscosity of the dope.154 It is known from previous publications that despite having a similar 
concentration of fibroin in the posterior middle gland (24.0 ± 2.5 wt.%), the shear viscosity 
of Bombyx mori silk is highly variable and thought to be controlled mainly by the ratio of 
Ca2+ to K+ ions in the gland.51, 64 Therefore, to determine the relationship between shear 
and extensional responses in silk, and to compare to other polymers, I performed both 
experiments on samples from the same silk gland and calculated the transient Trouton ratio 
Tr+= ηE
+ η0� .  
98% RH
55% RH
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At the extremes of the natural zero shear viscosity range for silk (~3500 Pa×s), I found it 
was not possible to stretch samples in a consistent manner due to inconsistent necking. At 
zero shear viscosities of 2500 Pa×s and below, silk’s response to stretching was markedly 
improved, becoming much more uniform.  
The shear rheology response of the native silk protein samples with zero-shear viscosities 
within the natural range64 (< 1500 Pa×s) are shown in Figure 41. All samples are taken from 
the posterior middle part of the Bombyx mori silk gland and have similar concentrations 
(534 Pa×s: 19.6 wt.%, 776 Pa×s: 20.2 wt.% and 1161 Pa×s: 22.1 wt.%) but show a highly 
variable zero-shear viscosity due to the formation of salt bridges induced by metal ions 
(Figure 41a).51 All protein samples show pronounced shear-thinning similar to synthetic 
polymer melts. Starting from a shear rate of 1 s-1, a significant increase in the normal stress 
can be observed due to the elastic nature of the native silk proteins. The drop in the normal 
stress around 4 and 5 s-1 for the 534 Pa×s and 1161 Pa×s sample, respectively, might 
indicate the occurrence of slippage which also affects the shear thinning behaviour in the 
viscosity curve starting from 4 s-1 (Figure 41b).  
 
Figure 41: Shear rheology response of native silk. The protein samples were compared at different zero-shear 
viscosities (< 1500 Pa×s). 
a b
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However, for my results, only the zero-shear viscosity is of importance for the determination 
of the Trouton ratios for our samples (Figure 42). All curves show three characteristic 
regions (transient start-up, plateau and strain hardening) as previously discussed. As seen 
from Figure 42, the Trouton ratio in the plateau region (Hencky strains smaller than 1) 
approaches values close to 3, which is consistent with the ratio Trouton found in 1906 for 
Newtonian fluids.271 However, this finding also holds for viscoelastic fluids, such as silk 
fibroin, for very low extension rates.272 The transient Trouton ratio further increases and 
reaches values of around 20 at a Hencky strain of 4, with all samples showing the same 
strain hardening behaviour.  
 
Figure 42: Transient Trouton ratio over Hencky strain. The native silk samples are compared at various zero-
shear viscosities. Five samples were measured for each viscosity and the curves were averaged. The coloured 
area around the data points shows the standard deviation 
When these numbers are compared to other polymer systems, they are much lower than 
dilute polymers where Trouton ratios can reach several hundred or even exceed several 
thousand196, 210, but higher than entangled linear polymer melts such as high density 
polyethylene (HDPE) or linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE) which do not, or only 
marginally show, strain hardening.197 Instead, the silk samples display Trouton ratios 
comparable to branched molecules such as low density polyethylene (LDPE).217  
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To explain this, one must consider the molecular structure of silk. B. mori silk feedstock’s 
primarily protein component, H-fibroin, is a linear polypeptide chain consisting of highly 
repetitive GAGAGS domains and non-repetitive regions including the N- and C- terminals 
that consist mainly of charged and polar side groups.29 Hence together with hydrogen 
bonding between repetitive domains and polar side groups, salt bridges between charged 
side groups could act as physical crosslinks that create an additional hindrance in removing 
molecular entanglements during extension, accounting for silk’s increased strain hardening 
compared to other linear polymers.51  
4.4.3 Mechanical and structural properties of fibres formed via extensional flow 
Despite being strain hardening, I have shown that native silk proteins can only be stretched 
into fibres at low extension rates and via dehydration. To get an understanding whether 
structure was formed in these fibres, they were characterised, and their mechanical and 
structural properties compared to native silk. Mechanical testing revealed that the fibres 
formed via dehydration are very brittle and weak (see Figure 43a) which is likely due to a 
completely amorphous structure as indicated by the absence of crystalline structures by 
polarized light microscopy (Figure 44a). Trying to improve the mechanical properties, the 
fibres were submerged in methanol and acetic acid for 30 minutes. Methanol is known to 
induce b-sheet structure in silk and could significantly influence the properties of the 
fibres.273 While the methanol treatment resulted in slightly more extensible fibres, the 
breaking strength decreased. Additionally, the fibres were also treated with acetic acid 
which resulted in highly extensible fibres with some of them having a breaking strain of up 
to 200%. The strength, however, remains still very low with an average strength of 45 MPa 
(see Figure 43b).  
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Figure 43: Mechanical properties of post-treated fibres formed via extensional flow. 
The structural characterisation revealed that after treatment with methanol and acetic acid 
the fibres increase in diameter due to swelling and the uptake of acetic acid/methanol 
(Figure 44a). The swelling might result in a slightly increased mobility of the molecular 
chains allowing them to reorient which leads to a subtle increase in molecular alignment 
and decrease in disorder for both methanol and acid treated fibres (Figure 44c,d). While 
the methanol fibres only slightly increase in breaking strain, the treatment with acetic acid 
significantly increases the strain to break. The acidification may have neutralised repulsive 
charges between the protein chains and allow the N- and C-termini to link together which 
results in a chemically crosslinked network that behaves like a synthetic rubber and 
therefore the extensibility significantly increases. 
a b
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Figure 44: Structural properties of post-treated fibres formed via extensional flow. 
In summary, the fibres formed via extensional flow are very weak and brittle fibres which is 
comparable to current as-spun artificial silk fibres.97, 99, 131, 143 As fibre formation occurs via 
dehydration, instead of structural conversion as in Nature, the fibres do not have any 
oriented, crystalline structure. Artificial as-spun silk fibres have the same problem as they 
are formed via precipitation in a coagulation bath that rapidly removes the water from the 
proteins and does not allow structural rearrangement during processing. This results in 
brittle and weak as-spun fibres that have to be extensively post-processed (chapter 1). 
Post-treatment by soaking my fibres in methanol as well as acetic acid does not significantly 
improve the strength of the fibres. Therefore, in the following chapter I investigate whether 
b c
d
0.1 s-1 methanol threated acid treatednative silka
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extensional flow combined with a pH change can result in structure formation during 
processing as opposed to post-processing. 
4.5 Conclusions 
This study investigates the extensional flow properties and spinnability of native silk 
feedstock. By adapting a conventional tensile tester into a filament stretching rheometer, it 
can be demonstrated that it is possible to test the spinnability of various high viscosity fluids, 
in this case silk, in a reliable way. This technique also provides new insight into the 
response of native silk proteins to extensional flow conditions, which to date has yet to be 
fully explored but is immensely important if we are to fully understand natural fibre 
formation.  
These results show that the native silk feedstock exhibits a surprisingly high degree of strain 
hardening for a linear protein solution which is rather comparable to branched entangled 
polymers. I suggest that silk’s unusual extensional behaviour may be attributed to a high 
degree of interchain interactions formed by salt bridges.  
Yet despite strain hardening, which makes silk intrinsically suited for spinning, I found that 
fibre formation via extensional flow is only possible at low extension rates due to 
dehydration. At higher spinning speeds which are more characteristic for the natural 
spinning process, the fluid column ruptures and fibres cannot be formed. This suggests that 
extensional flow alone is not sufficient to create fibres at natural spinning speeds and 
physiological changes such as pH and metal ion concentration which occur during natural 
silk spinning have to be considered. Therefore, it is important to study the combined 












CHAPTER 5:  
Spinning Beta Silks Requires Both pH 
Activation and Extensional Stress 
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In chapter 4 I have shown that extensional flow alone is not sufficient to stretch native silk 
proteins into fibres with hierarchical structures. While fibre formation is not possible at 
extension rates comparable to natural spinning speeds (0.3 and 0.5 s-1), only very weak 
and brittle filaments can be formed at low extension rates due to dehydration. Therefore, in 
this chapter, I consider the physiological changes that happen during natural silk spinning 
and investigate the combined influence of extensional flow and pH change on silk fibre 
formation. This chapter is based on the manuscript “Spinning Beta Silks Requires Both pH 
Activation and Extensional Stress” which has been submitted to the journal Advanced 
Materials.  
5.1 Abstract 
Synthetic silk production has undergone significant technological and commercial 
advances over the past 5 years, with fibres from most labs and companies now regularly 
matching the properties of a natural silk by one metric or another. Yet the fundamental links 
between silk protein processing and performance remain largely unresolved and fibre 
optimization is commonly achieved through non-natural methods. In an effort to address 
this challenge, I present data that closes this loop of processing and performance, by 
spinning a native silk feedstock ex vivo into a near-native fibre using just two naturally 
occurring parameters; pH activation and extensional flow (i.e. spinning rate). This allows 
me to link previous experimental and modelling hypotheses surrounding silk’s pH 
responsiveness directly to multiscale hierarchical structure development during spinning. 
Finally, I create fibres that match, and then exceed, natural silk’s mechanical properties 
and explain this by introducing the concept of rate of work input. This approach not only 
provides energetic insights into natural silk spinning and controlled protein denaturation but 
will help interpret and improve synthetic silk processing as a means to meet the current 
demands for high performance fibre design and upscaling.  
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5.2 Introduction 
Natural silk spinning combines benign processing with outstanding mechanical 
performance, offering a means to create synthetic (bio)polymer materials with minimal 
energy input.2-3, 11-12, 17-19, 274 Serving as inspiration, silk’s desirable properties are a direct 
result of a multi-scale hierarchical structure carefully developed during spinning.275-276 
However, efforts to replicate this process have historically fallen short due to a reliance on 
unnatural feedstocks and processing methods as shown in chapter 1.1  
When using the natural system as a biological blueprint, it is both necessary and important 
to look at the process variables involved in natural fibre formation. It is well established that 
during spinning, aqueous silk proteins experience chemical changes (ions45, 48-50, pH44, 46-47, 
57) and mechanical stress (shear, extensional5, 43, 56, 58-59), however the specific contributions 
of each variable towards fibre formation are only just beginning to be determined.14, 238, 241, 
277-279  
The current consensus is that shifts in the chemical environment in the silk gland serve to 
control silk protein hydration and interaction, making them more or less susceptible to 
denature and aggregate as a result of an applied flow field.1, 42, 276, 280-281 For example, it has 
been recently shown by our group that the monovalent/divalent metal ion ratio is correlated 
with viscosity in the silk gland51; providing optimised storage conditions49 and mediating 
interactions between charged side groups during spinning45, 55.  
However, a far greater body of evidence surrounds the influence of pH during spinning. 
Numerous studies have observed a consistent drop in pH along the gland and duct.42, 276 
This, combined with reports of pH inducing changes in silk protein conformation 48, 55, 166, 241-
242, 279, 282-284 and rheological properties53 strongly suggest that pH is also used to control 
silk protein stability and interactions. Specifically, small changes in pH have been shown 
experimentally to cause native silk proteins to refold55 and through simulation and 
recombinant systems this phenomena has been attributed to the N- and C-termini 
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interacting and interlocking167, 242, 279, 285. Additionally, a more significant shift in pH induces 
an increase in β -sheet content and subsequent protein denaturation.47-48, 53-55  
Whilst pH appears to alter silk protein structure, the primary energetic input for silk fibre 
formation is flow.286 Although silk’s response to shear has been intensively studied for over 
15 years,53, 64-65, 254, 266, 277, 287 only recently have we been able to test how silk proteins 
behave under extensional flow.238 Such new insights are important, as extensional flow is 
by far the dominant flow field in fibre spinning and is much more efficient at aligning 
molecules 288-289, which may facilitate hierarchical structure development.290-291 However, to 
directly counter this hypothesis, I have shown in chapter 4 that under extensional flow, 
native silk proteins could only form fibres at low extension rates due to dehydration, not the 
structural conversion typically observed during natural silk spinning.238, 292 
This per se, is not necessarily a contradiction, as mentioned above prior to extensional flow 
silkworms and spiders condition the silk proteins by changing the pH along the gland. 
Therefore, I propose that, in order to further understand structure formation in silk, it is 
necessary to study the interplay of changing the pH and extensional flow as controlled 
energy inputs during fibre processing.  
5.3 Experimental methods 
5.3.1 Stretching native silk proteins in different vapour environments 
Native silk proteins were stretched at an extension rate of 0.1 s-1 at standard lab conditions 
C, 50 ± 5% RH) on the filament stretching setup used in chapter 4.238 Starting from 
a plate separation of 5 mm (filament diameter ~ 100 µm), the proteins were exposed to 
acidic or basic vapour which was created by bringing a 2 cm x 2 cm tissue paper soaked 
with 40 µl of either a 3 M, 17.5 M acetic acid or a 14.8 M ammonium hydroxide solution 
close to the filament for 10 seconds. For the experiments at constant spinning speed the 
upper plate of the tensile tester was raised to reduce the filament diameter to around 50 to 
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100 µm after the silk proteins were loaded. This is done to recreate the conditions of the 
natural spinning process where the pH of the proteins drops inside the spinning duct 
(diameter 50 to 100 µm) prior to spinning. The proteins were then exposed to vapour from 
a 17.5 M acetic acid solution for 10 seconds before the stretching commenced. Fibre 
spinning was performed at 5, 7.5, 20 and 40 mm/s.  
5.3.2 Fibre characterisation 
The molecular alignment of the fibres was analysed by polarized light microscopy (Diaphot-
TMD inverted microscope, Nikon Corp., Japan). The fibres were oriented at 
the crossed polarizers and images were taken with a Moticam 2500 microscope camera 
(Motic Electric Group Co., Ltd, China). 
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy measurements on single fibres were performed in 
attenuated total reflection (ATR) mode on a Nicolet 380 spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, 
USA). A polarizer with a ZnSe holographic wire grid (Thorlabs, USA) was used to polarize 
the electric field of the infrared beam perpendicular to the plane of incidence (s-polarized). 
Parallel and perpendicular spectra (A⊥and A∥) were collected for each fibre from 800 cm-1 
to 4000 cm-1 at a resolution of 4 cm-1 by averaging over 128 scans. A baseline correction 
was applied by subtracting the offset value at 1730 cm-1 and afterwards both spectra were 
normalized to the intensity at 1335 cm-1 which had been shown to be independent of 
orientation.231 Both spectra were then normalised again to the amide I peak of the spectra 
to account for the amount of sample measured and therefore allow a comparison between 
different fibres. The protein chain alignment was analysed by the ratio of the amide I peak 
intensities (A⊥/A∥) and the amide I peak location in the A⊥ spectra revealed information 
about the amount of order within the fibres.  
Mechanical testing was performed on a Zwick Z0.5 testing machine (Zwick GmbH & Co. 
KG, Germany) with a 5 C, 50 ± 5% RH). The 
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gauge length was set to 5 mm and tests were performed at a strain rate of 2 mm/min. The 
fibre diameter was determined as the average of at least 15 different measurements along 
the fibre axis from micrographs taken with a Diaphot-TMD inverted microscope (Nikon 
Corp., Japan). 
5.4 Results and discussion 
Upon exposing silk proteins to acidic vapour during extensional flow, the feedstock viscosity 
(here indicated by the extensional stress) increases (Figure 45a), supporting previous 
observations in shear experiments.53 This increase in viscosity is dependent on the 
concentration of the acid and was not observed in the absence of acidic vapour or under 
basic vapour exposure. I found that if the sample was exposed to the acidic vapour for too 
long (>15 seconds) the proteins completely gelled, and stretching was no longer possible. 
The resulting fibres spun in vapour from a 17.5 M acetic acid solution reveal a significantly 
improved strength and elasticity (Figure 45b and Table 6), alongside a concurrent 
development of structural features comparable to those spun in air and lower acetic acid 
concentrations (Figure 46).  
 
Figure 45: Mechanical characterisation of fibres created in air and acidic vapour at a constant strain rate of 0.1 
s-1. a Extensional stress of silk proteins after exposure to acidic/basic vapour. b Mechanical properties of fibres 
stretched in air and vapour from different acetic acid solutions compared to native silkworm silk.  
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Table 6: Mechanical properties of fibres stretched in different vapour environments at a constant strain rate of 
0.1 s-1 compared to Bombyx mori silk. 
 
n Breaking stress 
σ / MPa 
Stiffness 
E	/ GPa 
Elongation at break 
ε	/ % 
Toughness 
Wbreak	/ MJ m-3 
Diameter 
d / µm 
native silk  12 337.8 ± 46.2 7.0 ± 1.1 16.1 ± 3.9 42.1 ± 11.2 17.1 ± 3.5 
air 10 81.5 ± 31.4 29.1 ± 19.3 1.4 ± 0.6 0.8 ± 0.5 14.4 ± 3.2 
3 M 10 91.5 ± 27.5 3.7 ± 1.5 3.4 ± 1.0 1.9 ± 0.8 33.7 ± 2.2 
17.5 M 10 163.9 ± 77.2 5.6 ± 3.8 12.1 ± 6.8 16.6 ± 13.9 48.7 ± 2.4 
 
The high variability in strength of the 17.5 M samples is likely due to different amounts of 
acidic vapour taken up by the fibre which results in various degrees of crystallisation which 
impacts the strength. Interestingly, the samples prepared with 17.5 M acetic acid have the 
thickest diameter (Table 6) which can be attributed to the increased resistance towards 
necking due to increased gelation which counteracts the thinning of the filament during 
stretching. The improvement in mechanical properties can be attributed to the development 
of structural features in the fibre during stretching in an acetic acid atmosphere. Using 
polarized light microscopy (Figure 46a) and FTIR spectroscopy (Figure 46b), an increase 
in molecular alignment and a reduction in the amount of disorder in the pH activated 
feedstock fibres compared to the ones stretched in air was observed. The properties of the 
pH activated fibres match those of a naturally spun silk (Figure 46 c and d).  
This suggests that by lowering the pH of native silk proteins and subsequent extensional 










Figure 46: Structural characterisation of fibres created in air and acidic vapour at a constant strain rate of 0.1 
s-1. a Polarized optical microscopy images reveal orientation in silk fibres when stretched in an acidic 
environment. b Parallel and perpendicular FTIR spectra (A⊥and A∥) of fibres created in different vapour 
environments compared to natural Bombyx mori silk. The most important peak assignments are 1698 cm-1 
(Amide I, b-sheets in ∥ orientation), 1620 cm-1 (Amide I, b-sheets in ⊥ orientation), 1505 cm-1 (Amide II, b-sheets 
in ∥ orientation), 1260 cm-1 (Amide III, b-sheets), 1225 cm-1 (Amide III, unordered).231 c The amount of disorder 
in the fibres can be analysed by the amide I peak location. A higher wavenumber indicates a lower hydrogen 
bonding density and therefore a higher amount of disorder. d The analysis of the Amide I peak ratio (A⊥/A∥) 
provides a qualitative measure of the molecular alignment in the fibres confirming the results from polarized 
microscopy.   
b c
d
a air 3 M acid 17.5 M acidnative silk
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My results above have shown that pH activation prior to extensional flow appears 
necessary to create structural features in silk fibres. However, in order to test whether 
structural features in silk can be formed solely by lowering the pH, I exposed a thin hand 
drawn protein filament laid upon an FTIR-ATR crystal to acidic vapour without stretching 
(Figure 47, inset image). Even after 60 seconds of vapour exposure, the FTIR spectra does 
not indicate any structural changes (Figure 47). In a second experiment, a protein filament 
was exposed to acidic vapour for 10 seconds and then stretched with tweezers and tested. 
This pH activated, extended, sample displayed an amide I peak shift from 1641 to 1625 
cm-1, confirming that only through the combination of protein acidification followed by 
extensional flow can structure formation occur.  
 
Figure 47: The influence of pH change on the structure in silk. FTIR spectra of a thin filament of native silk 
proteins (see inset picture) before and after exposure to vapour from a 17.5 M acetic acid solution. Structural 
development in the fibres can only be observed after stretching. 
By means of an explanation, I hypothesise that a drop in pH initiates two pathways that 
prepare silk proteins for flow-induced fibre formation. Firstly, at a pH around 6, the N- and 
C-terminal domains of multiple silk proteins refold and entangle, increasing the effective 
molecular weight which manifests as an increase in feedstock stiffness (modulus and 
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relaxation time), and permits a more efficient uptake of a subsequently applied mechanical 
stress.53, 242 Secondly, a further drop in pH close to the silk protein fibroins’ isoelectric point 
of 4.2, reduces the negative repulsive forces of neighbouring chains by protonation of 
charged amino acid groups.293 This allows chains to come closer together during flow, 
increasing alignment and subsequent hydrophobic interactions and reducing the stability of 
the protein, making it more likely to denature. Once entangled and destabilised, a 
subsequent extensional flow field, in excess of that which can be dissipated through 
relaxation of the now-gelled protein network, provides the mechanical stress input 
necessary to drive protein denaturation, ultimately leading to the formation of intra- and 
intermolecular b-sheets and a molecularly oriented, solid fibre.53, 242 
 
Building upon these observations and theory, using just pH activation and extension, I was 
able to spin silk fibres ex vivo without a specialised spinning device, chemical fixation or 
post draw.1 Spinning using extension rates akin to natural spinning speeds (5 and 7.5 
mm/s), resulted in fibres that perform like natural silkworm silk (Figure 48a). At higher 
speeds (20 and 40 mm/s), fibre strength is significantly improved, supporting previous 
forced reeling observations.33-34 Of particular note is that in a departure from many other 
artificially spun silks, the shape of the stress/strain curves produced here also closely 
resembles that of the natural fibre, implying that the stress dissipation mechanisms (yield 
and work hardening) are similar which is most likely due to the development of comparable 
structural hierarchies during spinning.1, 15, 156, 160, 168, 294 Additionally, when comparing the 
fracture strength of the ex vivo spun fibres from this study to artificial silk fibres in chapter 
1 (see also Figure 11, Porter et al.157), I found that ex vivo spun fibres follow a trendline for 
the generic energy release rate that is much closer to that of silkworm silk (Figure 49). A 
lot of the ex vivo spun fibres even fall directly in the area where native silkworm fibres are, 
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indicating that the ex vivo spun fibres exhibit an internal, hierarchical structure that results 
in a strength, stiffness and diameter that is comparable to natural silkworm fibres. 
Finally, the strongest ex vivo spun fibre has a breaking strength of 719.2 MPa (diameter of 
23 µm), which is two times stronger than natural B. mori silk and the strongest as-spun silk 
fibre reported to date.1  
 
Figure 48: Spinning silk fibres ex vivo. a Stress/strain curves of ex vivo spun silk fibres with the best 
combination of strength and toughness compared to the natural fibre property region of Bombyx mori silk. b 
Breaking stress/strain points of all spun fibres spun at different extension speeds. The green area indicates a 
performance space of properties that can be achieved with ex vivo spun fibres depending on protein gelation 
and extension speed. c Breaking stress plotted against work input required for fibre formation. The work input 
is a qualitative measure of the degree of protein gelation. d Young’s modulus plotted against work input required 




a performance space of 
ex vivo spun fibres
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Figure 49: Comparison of the fracture-strength relation of ex vivo spun and artificial silk fibres. Compared to 
the artificial silk fibres in chapter 1, ex vivo spun fibres follow a fit that is closer to the trendline for the generic 
energy release rate of natural silk fibres. The black squares represent the values from Ha et al.110. 
 
However, despite impressive individual fibre performance, collectively the mechanical 
properties of ex vivo spun fibres appear to display a significant degree of variation (Figure 
48b). I hypothesise this could be related to the different amounts of acid absorbed by the 
feedstock and therefore its degree of gelation prior to spinning, which will in turn affect its 
ability to absorb and respond to mechanical stress input.53 In light of previous work from 
our group investigating the role of silk denaturation and solidification via shear, it is known 
that silk feedstocks require a critical shear stress threshold to be surpassed266 and more 
recently a certain degree of mechanical work295. Hence to verify this, I compared the work 
input to form a fibre, as defined by the area under each fibre’s stretching curve (as shown 
as an example in Figure 50 for fibres spun at 20 mm/s) to its breaking stress (Figure 48c) 
and Young’s modulus (Figure 48d). 
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Figure 50: Calculation of the work input required for fibre formation. The stretching graphs for all fibres (similar 
to Figure 45a) were transformed into true stress/true strain graphs and then integrated to calculate the work 
input during fibre formation. Here, one example is shown for a fibre created at 20 mm/s. The work input for fibre 
stretching is an indication of the protein gelation prior to stretching. 
Mostly the work required for feedstock solidification, centring around 7.48 ± 6.57 J g− 1 
agrees well with recent DSC (1.78 ± 0.25 J g− 1)296 and shear rheology (2.75 ± 1.37 J g− 1)295 
studies295-296. Moving beyond an average, when plotting breaking stress against work input 
for each individual fibre, a correlation is observed (Figure 48c and d). Such a correlation 
indicates that the degree of gelation prior to processing affects fibre performance and by 
adjusting the feedstock pH as well as the spinning speed, fibre properties can be tuned to 
be very strong and stiff (high work input) or weaker but more extensible (low work input) 
(Figure 48c and d).  
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However, the use of a cumulative work input parameter has limitations as it does not 
account for the time period in which the work was applied. Therefore, in Figure 51 the rate 
of work input (work input divided by total extension time, Figure 51a) was calculated for all 
ex vivo spun fibres from Figure 48b. In Figure 51b and c the resulting fibre’s structural and 
mechanical properties are displayed in dependence of the rate of work input.  
In general, fibre mechanical and structural properties improve with rate of work input (Figure 
51a and b) with the results suggesting that a rate of work input of 2 J/(g s) -1 is required to 
spin fibres with properties similar to native Bombyx mori silk. By comparison fibres spun 
with a low rate of work input (< 0.3 J (g s)-1) tend to have less molecular alignment (Figure 
51c) and a high amount of disorder, which explains their high extensibility and toughness 
but low strength. Feedstocks subjected to a medium rate of work input (0.3 to 8 J (g s)-1) 
exhibit alignment under polarised light (micron scale) but still possess a certain degree of 
disorder under FTIR (nano scale), indicating that the mechanical stress applied during 
processing may be sufficient to align the proteins, but insufficient to generate complete 
protein denaturation and β -sheet conversion. Under a high rate of work input (> 8 J (g s)-1) 
fibre strength increases further, while the breaking strain and also toughness are decreased 
as the amount of amorphous disordered regions responsible for the extensibility is 
reduced.297  
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Figure 51: Silk’s properties in dependence of the rate of work input. a Breaking stress plotted against the rate 
of work input which is separated into low (< 0.3 J (g s)-1), medium (0.3 to 8 J (g s)-1) and high (> 8 J (g s)-1). b 
Mechanical and structural properties of fibres spun with low, medium and high rates of work inputs. c Polarized 
light micrographs of native silk as well as silk fibres spun with a low, medium and high rate of work input. 
These results indicate that apart from spinning speed, which up to now was the main lever 
to change a silk fibre’s properties,33-34 the protein gelation prior to spinning also affects the 
mechanical performance. The influence of both parameters can be described by the 
concept of rate of work input. Therefore, in order to produce silk fibres with good mechanical 
properties, the rate of work input during spinning has to be high. This can be achieved by 
gelling the feedstock by pH activation to such a high degree that it can afterwards still be 
stretched at a high spinning speed. In the context artificial silk spinning, this means that 
feedstocks have to be developed that are able to absorb enough work input that contributes 
towards structure formation.  
low medium highnative silkc
ba
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5.5 Conclusions 
To conclude, this study draws clear links between processing and performance in native 
silk proteins through two key variables, pH activation followed by extensional flow, 
connecting both together through the concept of rate of work input. From a scientific 
perspective, the results presented have supported and validated previous observations and 
simulations surrounding hierarchical structure development in silk which in the future may 
facilitate new insights into silk evolution (i.e. the interaction between animal behaviour and 
physiology). From an engineering perspective, I have successfully spun fibres without the 
need for complex spinning devices, chemical fixation or post draw, with properties that 
meet, and exceed, natural B. mori silk, including ones that are the strongest and toughest 
reported to date. Taken together I hope my results may lead to new bio-inspired energy 
efficient processing strategies that are driven by work input optimization and where 
excellent mechanical properties are self-emergent. For such bio-inspired processes it is 
also important to understand the influence of metal ion composition on the native silk 
feedstock to develop optimised spinning dopes. The influence of different metal ion (KCl, 
CaCl2, LiBr and LiCl) on the flow properties of native silk will therefore be addressed in the 
following chapter. 
 








CHAPTER 6:  
The influence of metal ions on native 
silk rheology 
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In previous chapters I have studied the effect of extensional flow and pH change on native 
silk proteins and shown how both mechanisms can be used to spin fibres ex vivo with 
structural and mechanical properties that resemble those of native silk fibres. However, 
looking back to the natural spinning process, there is a third mechanism, metal ion 
composition, that is hypothesised to plays a major role in modifying the flow properties of 
the silk feedstock during spinning. This understanding is important for the development of 
bio-inspired feedstocks for artificial silk spinning and will therefore be investigated in this 
chapter. 
6.1 Abstract 
Silk fibres are spun from a liquid protein feedstock that is processed into a solid fibre with 
remarkable properties. During this transition the silk proteins undergo changes in the 
chemical environment as they flow along a specialised silk gland including a pH drop and 
shift in metal ion composition. While the effect of pH change on the silk feedstock is largely 
understood, the influence of metal ions has only been manifested by correlative work and 
observations. 
Therefore, here I provide a causative study of how the most abundant metal ions in the silk 
feedstock, Ca2+ and K+, affect its flow properties. My results show that Ca2+ ions are 
involved in providing ideal storage conditions for the native silk feedstock by forming a 
stable salt bridge network between protein side chains which increases the viscosity and 
prevents molecular alignment and aggregation. In contrast, the addition of K+ ions promotes 
molecular alignment and aggregation and therefore seems to transfer the silk feedstock 
into a spinning state. Additionally, I characterised the influence of LiBr and LiCl on silk’s 
flow properties which are solvents that are often used to prepare regenerated silk solutions. 
Both salts promote molecular alignment and prevent aggregation by reducing hydrogen 
bonding between the protein side chains. 
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My results provide a clearer picture what role metal ions play in providing ideal conditions 
that allow silk proteins assemble into highly hierarchical structures that are responsible for 
the remarkable fibre properties. 
6.2 Introduction 
Silk spinning in Nature is a sophisticated process that ultimately results in strong and tough 
fibres in a benign environment that can easily compete against synthetic alternatives.5, 17 
The secret behind such remarkable properties lies in the self-assembly of protein chains 
into hierarchical structures under carefully controlled conditions. It is known that such 
conditions include a change in pH and the ionic environment as well as a defined 
mechanical energy input via flow.47, 275-276 While recently a much clearer picture has been 
drawn about the influence of shear, extensional flow238, 298 and pH change44, 46-47, 57 on native 
silk feedstocks, the final processing parameter, the role of metal ions, is not fully 
understood. 
 
Several previous studies have shown the influence of externally introduced metal ions on 
the properties of the spun fibre through altering the interchain bonding type, 299 or the 
secondary structure of the silk proteins.299-301 However, there is little evidence to directly 
link the presence of metal ions to changes in the flow properties of the unspun silk feedstock 
before silk is spun, despite several studies into the natural system indicating that metal ions 
are regulated in the spinning duct.48-49, 243, 302 
 
Recent evidence of the causative influence of metal ions on the structure and properties of 
silk fibres has been provided by genetic modification of the metal ion channels in the silk 
duct.303 By suppressing the amount of K+ ions in the fibre, fibres were weaker and had more 
random coil structures, whereas overexpression of Ca2+ increases the amount of helical 
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and b-sheet structures and fibre strength.303 Hence the role of metal ions clearly has an 
impact on the spinning process, and thus is an important factor to understand and 
potentially control during any attempt at artificial silk spinning.1  
 
Generally the Hofmeister series304 is used to describe and understand the interactions 
between metal ions and protein solutions. Yet, this is just a phenomenological description 
of how cations and anions interact with the peptide bond and therefore hardly applicable to 
silk which consists of a huge amount of charged, polar and hydrophobic amino acids that 
can interact differently with metal ions. Metal ions, for example, can form or suppress salt 
bridges, which are non-covalent, pH-dependent bonds, due to electrostatic interactions with 
negatively (Asp, Glu, Tyr, Cys and C-terminal carboxylate groups) and/or positively (His, 
Lys, Arg, and N-terminal amino groups) charged amino acid groups that are in close 
proximity.305-308 Salt bridges can induce constraints in the mobility of molecular chains which 
affects protein structure and interaction, potentially manifesting as changes in solution flow 
properties.45, 48-50, 309  
 
For silk solutions, the effect of metal ions on silk protein structure has largely been limited 
to studies focussing on dilute45, 55 and regenerated silk solutions.49 For dilute spider silk 
solutions it has been shown that metal ions such as Al3+, K+, and Na+ induce structural 
changes towards a more oriented structure while divalent ions such as Ca2+ and Mg2+ were 
found to stabilize a disordered state. Cs+ and Li+ on the other hand did not any significant 
effect.55, 310 However in contrast, for silkworm silk solutions Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions were found 
to induce network formation with carboxylic groups in dilute fibroin solutions that are broken 
down when small shear forces are applied.45 
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When switching focus to the natural system, for native B. mori silk feedstock it has been 
suggested that metal ions are involved in providing optimised storage/spinning conditions 
for the silk proteins in the gland prior to spinning.45, 49, 55 Ca2+ and K+ are the most abundant 
metal ions in the silkworm feedstock and it was found that the amount of K+ along with other 
ions (Mg2+, Cu2+, Zn2+, Na+) increases from the posterior to the anterior gland section 
whereas the amount of Ca2+ was shown to either decrease or stay constant.49, 51 This led 
to the hypothesis that Ca2+ ions induce salt bridge formation between negatively charges 
amino acids while other divalent ions such as Mg2+, Cu2+ are thought to induce transition 
from a helical structure to b-sheets.311-312 Other studies have suggested that K+ ions help 
to break down the protein network as they have been shown to accelerate the dissolution 
of the native silk feedstock.49 These findings are in good agreement with most recent 
findings that suggest that the increase in K+ ions in the silk feedstock is linked to a decrease 
in viscosity and therefore a break down in intermolecular forces.51  
 
Therefore, based on this body of previously correlative work and observations, I conducted 
a causative study that shows how metal ions affect the flow properties of native silk. One 
major challenge is that direct mixing of metal ions into silk is not possible due to its high 
viscosity and shear sensitivity. Therefore, the native silk feedstock has to be diluted and 
reconcentrated after the metal ions are added. I show that reconcentration does not change 
the flow properties of native silk and thus was able to investigate the influence of Ca2+ and 
K+, the most abundant metal ions in the Bombyx mori silk feedstock, on the flow properties 
of native silk proteins. I found that Ca2+ ions do not only increase the viscosity of the silk 
feedstock by salt bridge formation, but also make the proteins less sensitive to shear 
alignment and aggregation and therefore provide ideal storage conditions for silk. In 
contrast, K+ ions provide optimised spinning conditions by breaking down the salt bridge 
network and allowing the proteins to rearrange, align and aggregate. 
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Finally, I investigated the effect of Li cations on the flow properties of silk. Li+ does not 
naturally occur in the silkworm but plays a crucial role in dissolving already spun silk in a 
process called regeneration. I found that by changing the cation from KCl to LiCl the silk 
feedstock does not aggregate when sheared. Thus, I also provide helpful insight into how 
residual Li cations can affect the properties of regenerated silk feedstocks.  
6.3 Experimental Methods 
6.3.1 Silk sample preparation 
Native silk proteins were obtained from fifth instar Bombyx mori silkworms as reported in 
chapter 2. As mixing silk with metal ions cannot be achieved in its native state due to its 
high viscosity and shear sensitivity, the native silk proteins were dissolved in Type I water 
(ultrapure water with a resistivity higher than 18 MW.cm) to prepare a 2 wt.% batch solution. 
Around 10 ml from this batch solution was then used and in addition to a control solution, 
metal ions (KCl, CaCl2, LiBr and LiCl) were added in such amounts to obtain a solution with 
100 and 3000 positive charges per fibroin chain, respectively. 100 positive charges per 
fibroin chain is similar to the concentration of naturally occurring metal ions in the silk gland 
and 3000 charges was chosen to have saturated conditions.51 Afterwards each of the 
solutions were concentrated in separate petri dishes by water evaporation to around 20 
wt%. The concentration w C, 50 ± 5% RH) and 
the petri dishes were placed on a laboratory shaker which kept moving very gently. As a 
further set of controls native silk samples from an early and late cocoon stage were taken 
directly from the silk gland and characterised. The pH of all silk samples was measured 
using a glass free micro-electrode pH sensor (CupFET 3200-010 pH probe) with a SI600 
pH meter (Sentron, The Netherlands). The concentration of the native silk proteins was 
determined gravimetrically. Therefore, the weight of around 200 mg of proteins from an 
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adjacent section was dried at 60 °C under vacuum until constant weight was achieved. The 
solid residue was then used to calculate the protein concentration. 
6.3.2 Rheological characterisation 
Rheological characterisation was performed on a Discovery Hybrid Rheometer (DHR 2, TA 
Instruments, USA) equipped with an 8 mm parallel plate geometry. A modular microscope 
accessory was attached to the rheometer which allows flow visualisation under polarized 
light with a 1x magnification objective. To prevent the samples from drying out, water 
droplets were placed around the geometry. Flow experiments were conducted in three 
steps: First, the sample was sheared at a constant rate of 1 s-1 for 100 seconds to remove 
any residual stresses that occur due to sample handling and loading as well as to evenly 
distribute the sample between the plates. Afterwards, oscillatory measurements were 
performed from 100 to 0.1 rad/s at a strain of 0.02. Lastly, all samples were subjected to a 
flow sweep test from 0.1 s-1 to 100 s-1 and then from 100 back to 0.1 s-1.  
The pixel brightness value was determined from the micrographs via ImageJ. Firstly, the 
brightness of the pictures was normalized to a gap height of 500 µm and a background 
image of the loaded sample prior to shearing was subtracted. The images where then 
converted to greyscale with the same threshold setting before false colouring was applied. 
6.3.3 DLS measurements 
At first, 1ml of the native 2% silk batch solution was added into a DLS Standard cell with 
the help of a pipette. The solution was then measured with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern 
Panalytical Ltd., UK) at 25°C after a 60 s equilibration time. Afterwards, the same sample 
was remeasured after metal ions were added from a 6 wt.% solution to adjust the amount 
to 100 positive charges per fibroin chain. Subsequently, more salt solution was added to 
reach 3000 positive charges and samples retested. This allowed a comparison of both 
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levels of salt concentrations using the same initial silk solution. This procedure was 
repeated for KCl, CaCl2, LiBr and LiCl with 1ml of native silk proteins from the same 2% 
batch solution. 
6.4 Results and discussion 
6.4.1 Influence of silk preparation and natural variation comparison 
Before the influence of individual ions are considered, as an important control, the flow 
behaviour of reconcentrated and native silk was compared to investigate whether our 
preparation process significantly altered silk’s rheological properties. Furthermore, to 
ensure the entire natural range of silk’s rheological properties were accounted for, native 
silk was extracted directly from the gland of B. mori silkworms both at an early and late 
stage during cocoon construction.51 Reassuringly, our oscillatory data show that 
reconcentration does not significantly alter silk’s rheological properties (Figure 52).65 Both,  
storage (Ǵ ) and loss (Ǵ́) moduli , as well as the angular frequency were normalised to the 
cross-over point (Gx/ ωx) for a better comparison of the data as it removes the influence of 
concentration of the rheological properties.
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Figure 52: Oscillatory test for early and late cocoon as well as reconcentrated silk.  a The storage (Ǵ ) and loss 
(Ǵ́ ) moduli for all three samples against the normalised angular frequency (ω/ωx). b The cross-over modulus 
value Gx is plotted against the cross-over frequency ωx for reconcentrated, early and late cocoon silk.  
However, differences were observed when comparing the flow curves of all three samples 
(Figure 53). Native silk from an early cocoon stage shows very high viscosities at low shear 
rates compared late cocoon silk. This phenomenon has been previously observed and 
discussed by our group.51 In short, Ca2+ ions are hypothesised to form inter-protein salt 
bridges between charged amino acid groups which increase the feedstock viscosity in the 
early cocoon stage. An increase of K+ ions in the feedstock towards the end of cocoon 
construction displaces the Ca2+ ions in this physical network which reduces the protein 
chain interactions and therefore also the viscosity.51 Recently this hypothesis has been 
extended to incorporate predictions from a “sticky reptation” model of silk rheological 
behaviour.313 
In Figure 53, when the early cocoon stage samples are sheared, the network formed by 
the salt bridging Ca2+ ions appears to break down, as indicated by a sharp drop in viscosity 
not seen in the other samples. It also appears that over the timescale of this experiment (5 
min), this network breakdown is not able to recover, as the viscosity only goes back to 
around 10% of its initial value after shearing ceases.  
 
ba
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In addition, I found that not only the viscosity, but also the feedstocks’ sensitivity for 
molecular alignment and aggregation changes between different cocoon stages (Figure 
53). In the early cocoon stage there appears to be little molecular alignment under flow as 
indicated by the absence of birefringence during shearing. In contrast, silk from a late 
cocoon stage shows strong birefringence which ultimately leads to premature aggregation 
and silk gelation. I hypothesise that this behaviour is caused by the increased amount of 
K+ ions in the silk feedstock at the late cocoon stage, weakening the network and allowing 
proteins to move, rearrange, align and interact with each other which results in a higher 
susceptibility for registration and subsequent aggregation.51 Of particular note is that the 
flow behaviour of our reconcentrated silk lies in between these two extremes, thus making 
it a representative native silk sample.  
 
Figure 53: Shear viscosity and pixel brightness values for early and late coccon silk as well as reconcentrated 
silk. Both, viscosity and pixel brightness, are plotted against shear rate from 0.1 s-1 to 100 s-1 and back to 0.1 s-
1. The inset pictures show micrographs at 10 s-1, 100 s-1 and again 10 s-1. For better visualisation, each 
micrograph shows only half of the area of the 8 mm parallel plate. The scale bar is 1 mm and the flow direction 
is clockwise. 
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6.4.2 Effect of adding various metal ions on the properties of reconcentrated 
native silk 
After adding metal ions to the dilute silk solutions in different amounts (100 and 3000 
positive charges per fibroin chain) the samples were reconcentrated to natural silk 
concentrations which is around 21% protein dry weight64 (see Table 7). It was also found 
that the pH of the silk solutions slightly decreased upon addition of KCl and CaCl2 and 
increased when LiBr and LiCl were added. 
 
Table 7: pH value and concentration of the different samples with metal ions. 
Material pH at 24 °C 
(when at 2% 
concentration) 
Tested protein 
concentration in WT % 
(±SD, n=3) 
Native silk (early cocoon) 6.96 21.1 ± 1.3 
Native silk (late cocoon) 6.87 21.8 ± 0.8 
Native silk reconcentrated 6.74 20.2 ± 1.8 
Native silk + KCl 100 6.61 20.4 ± 2.2 
Native silk + KCl 3000 6.72 21.2 ± 1.9 
Native silk + CaCl2 100 6.48 18.7 ± 1.6 
Native silk + CaCl2 3000 6.63 22.3 ± 2.1 
Native silk + LiCl 100 7.13 19.5 ± 0.7 
Native silk + LiCl 3000 7.11 20.7 ± 0.6 
Native silk + LiBr100 7.27 19.5 ± 1.3 
Native silk + LiBr 3000 7.61 19.3 ± 1.5 
 
Adding 100 positive charges per fibroin chain of K+ and Ca2+ ions, equivalent to that found 
in the native silk feedstock, does not significantly change the viscosity profile (Figure 54). 
Slight molecular alignment in the sample is visible and the samples aggregate towards the 
end of the shearing as indicated by the increase in viscosity. Whilst a more significant 
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response was expected, it may be that during sample preparation the addition of the salts 
in a dilute solution favours intramolecular salt bridge formation which saturates the proteins 
and reduces the opportunities for new intermolecular associations to occur when the 
sample is reconcentrated.  
 
Figure 54: Shear viscosity and pixel brightness values for KCl and CaCl2. The results for 100 and 3000 positive 
charges per fibroin chain are plotted against a shear rate from 0.1 s-1 to 100 s-1 and back to 0.1 s-1. The inset 
pictures show the micrographs at 10 s-1, 100 s-1 and again 10 s-1. For better visualisation, each micrograph 
shows only half of the area of the 8 mm parallel plate. The scale bar is 1 mm and the flow direction is clockwise. 
To probe this, an excess of 3000+ charges per fibroin chain was added (Figure 54). Firstly, 
samples with CaCl2 seem to have a much higher initial viscosity than 100+ charges per 
chain and the alignment and aggregation behaviour are very similar to native silk from an 
early cocoon stage, suggesting intermolecular salt bridging is occurring. From the 
birefringence images no molecular alignment can be detected in the samples with CaCl2, 
however in contrast, the KCl samples display alignment and aggregation similar to native 
silk from a late cocoon stage. This provides evidence that the differences in the flow and 
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aggregation behaviour of early and late cocoon native silk feedstocks are dependent on 
the Ca2+ and K+ ions present. 
This difference in the aggregation behaviour of silk due to the presence of Ca+ and K+ ions 
was also observed in the dilute solutions before reconcentration (Figure 55). Subjecting 
samples to Dynamic Light Scattering the addition of CaCl2 shows the highest hydrodynamic 
diameter indicating the formation of larger clusters between the silk proteins. While KCl 
does show slight cluster formation it is much less pronounced.  
 
Figure 55: The Z-average of the hydrodynamic diameter determined by DLS measurements for dilute silk 
solutions (2 wt%) when different metal ions are added. In DLS, the Z-average is known as the cumulants 
mean and is an estimate of the width of the distribution (polydispersity index) which is defined in ISO13321.236  
To probe the effect of other ions on silk feedstock’s rheological properties, LiCl and LiBr 
were tested as both salt solutions are well known to dissolve spun silk fibres (Figure 56).85 
Unsurprisingly almost no aggregation was visible, however shear alignment is visible and 
the samples are aggregated at 100+ charges when the shearing is stopped. The 
pronounced alignment brings the chains closer together which facilitates aggregation. 
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However, at 3000+ charges the alignment of the chains is much more pronounced, but no 
aggregation happens, as the alignment is completely reversible.  
I hypothesise that the increased sensitivity for alignment for both LiBr and LiCl is mainly 
evoked by the Li+ cation. Li+ is a kosmotrope which strongly binds water molecules314, and 
forms a hydration shell around the cation. Previously it has been suggested that this lithium 
hydration sphere or the lithium cation itself bind to carbonyl groups of the proteins and 
therefore prevent formation of larger aggregates compared to other salt solutions which is 
confirmed by our DLS data in Figure 55.315 At very high Li+ concentrations (3000+ charges) 
the interaction between the protein chain is greatly reduced that the proteins do not 
aggregate when subjected to shear. 
 
Figure 56: Shear viscosity and pixel brightness values for LiBr and LiCl.The results for 100 and 3000 positive 
charges per fibroin chain are plotted against a shear rate from 0.1s-1 to 100 s-1 and back to 0.1s-1. The inset 
pictures show the micrographs at 10 s-1, 100 s-1 and again 10s-1. For better visualisation, each micrograph 
shows only half of the area of the 8 mm parallel plate. The scale bar is 1 mm and the flow direction is clockwise. 
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6.5 Conclusions 
In this study I provide rheological evidence that metal ions can prepare silk proteins for 
either storage or spinning by altering their propensity to orient and aggregate under flow. I 
show that the addition of Ca2+ ions induces a stable, storage ready, feedstock by increasing 
viscosity, which we attribute to an increase in interchain interactions, presumably by salt 
bridge formation between charged side groups. In contrast, K+ ions prime silk for spinning 
by lowering feedstock viscosity and increasing protein sensitivity for molecular alignment 
and aggregation. However, there is a limit to suppression of salt bridge formation, by 
substituting K+ for Li+, a common chaotrope for silk regeneration, I find that Li+ reduces 
molecular interactions to the extreme and ultimately prevents aggregation (see overview in 
Figure 57). Thus, from an evolutionary perspective the ability to control the bulk rheological 
properties of silk feedstocks through the simple addition of metal ions appears to be a very 
elegant and practical way to activate proteins for spinning. From an industrial perspective, 
not only does this work provide another process variable in bio-inspired silk production, but 
silk feedstocks themselves may provide insights into the design of biomaterials that are 
able to activate complex, hierarchical self-assembly processes on demand. 
 
Figure 57: Overview of how the combination of different cations and anions changes the sensitivity of the silk 
feedstock for alignment and aggregation
100+ per fibroin chain 3000+ per fibroin chain
Cation Anion Alignment Aggregation Alignment Aggregation
K+ Cl- ✓ ✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓
Ca2+ Cl- ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗✗ ✓
Li+ Cl- ✓✓✓ ✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✗ ✗✗
Li+ Br- ✓✓ ✓✓ ✓✓ ✗ ✗✗
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The findings reported in this thesis provide the silk field with new insights into how silk 
proteins can assemble into strong fibres under benign conditions and therefore significantly 
further the current knowledge of silk spinning. The key findings of each chapter are listed 
in Table 7. 
My initial results have shown that for silk spinning to be achievable it is not only about 
feedstock quality but also the correct processing. Native silk proteins, the current gold 
standard, for example, cannot be processed into strong and tough fibres under unnatural 
conditions such as precipitation in a coagulation bath.  
In order to get a better understanding of the natural processing of silk, my thesis has 
investigated the influence of extensional flow on native silk proteins which to date has only 
been partially addressed despite being the main flow field occurring during fibre spinning. 
Although I show that silk is intrinsically suited for fibre spinning as the proteins strain harden 
when exposed to extensional fields, I also found that extensional flow alone is not 
responsible for creating the hierarchical structure in silk fibres. Structural features in silk 
fibres can only be created when the pH is dropped prior to extensional flow. The pH 
activation is required to induce protein gelation which conditions the silk feedstock to allow 
for work input via extensional flow. The properties of the fibres depend on the stretching 
speed as well as the degree of protein gelation (pH drop) whose combined influence can 
be described by the rate of work input. Therefore, my findings show that the complicated 
natural silk spinning process can be replicated by simply two mechanisms: pH activation 
and extensional flow.  
Following, I have investigated the influence of metal ions have on the flow properties of the 
native silk feedstock. Firstly, I have shown that dilution and reconcentration of the native 
silk feedstock does not significantly alter its flow properties. Therefore, this method provides 
us with a means to successfully mix nanoparticles or metal ions with the high viscosity, 
shear sensitive silk proteins. By implementing this method and mixing silk with different 
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metal ions, I found that adding CaCl2 to the silk proteins results in an increase in viscosity 
due to salt bridge formation which also prevents aggregation and alignment of the 
molecular chains. Therefore, CaCl2 prepares the proteins for a storage state in which the 
proteins are less shear sensitive and do not aggregate. In contrast, adding KCl increases 
the sensitivity of silk for alignment and aggregation transforming the feedstock into a 
spinning state. 
So, with this newly acquired knowledge about silk processing presented here does it mean 
that the problems surrounding artificial silk spinning are close to being solved? Well this 
would be a very strong claim and although I wish I could make it there are still obstacles 
that have to be overcome. Eventually, the knowledge presented here has to be transferred 
into processes that allow scaling up. A newly designed spinning rig has to implement a pH 
drop which is followed by extensional flow. Two possible approaches could be either by 
spinning the native silk feedstock into an acetic acid vapour atmosphere (a liquid solution 
would gel the proteins too quickly and prevent stretching) or adding chemicals to the 
feedstock that hydrolyse in water and release acidic compounds that gradually drop the 
pH. An example would be Glucono delta-lactone (GDL) which hydrolyses to gluconic 
acid.316 The hydrolysis of such chemicals has to be perfectly timed so that the proteins can 
still be stretched out into fibres when leaving the nozzle. 
Yet, the processing is not the only challenge. The quality of artificial silk proteins also has 
to be improved. Currently, it is very expensive to upscale reconstituted (redissolved silk in 
LiBr) and recombinant (produced by genetically modified organisms) silk feedstocks and 
they only have a low molecular weight that also lacks the pH responsiveness.136, 143, 317 
Therefore, such feedstocks cannot be processed the same way native silk proteins are in 
Nature. To address this problem, on the one hand, that means that better reconstitution 
processes have to be developed to reduce the degradation of redissolved silk proteins and 
preserve functional groups that allow a response to a drop in pH.107-109, 114, 117 On the other 
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hand, longer proteins with functional groups have to be designed using recombinant 
methods.75, 143 Both approaches are very challenging, and I suppose will need more 
research efforts to show success along these lines. 
However, an alternative way could be the design new silk-inspired biopolymers that are 
water soluble and can be processed similar to native silk. Such biopolymers offer the 
advantage that they could be assembled into fibres using the same low energy-processing 
method as silk. Concerted efforts are currently focusing on addressing this challenge in an 
EU-funded research project called Flow-Induced Phase Transitions (FLIPT). A team of 
European researchers led by Dr. Chris Holland are investigating how materials such as 
cellulose or synthetic polymers can be modified so that they can be processed in a similar 
way to silk. In conclusion, although there are still challenges that have to be overcome to 
translate the learnings from spiders and silkworms into industrial processes, this thesis has 
helped to further our understanding how artificial silk proteins or newly designed 


















Table 8: A summary of the key findings of each chapter of this thesis. 
Chapter Key findings 
3 
 Silk proteins cannot be pushed through a capillary with a similar geometry 
to the silkworm duct 
 Flow alone does not result in silk fibre formation 
 In order to align silk proteins via extensional flow, a very high pressure is 
required 




 The surface tension of native silk proteins was determined 
 A conventional tensile tester can be used to characterise the extensional 
flow properties of silk 
 Silk proteins show strain hardening under extensional flow 
 Strain hardening behaviour of silk is independent of extension rate and 
silk’s viscosity 
 Fibre formation under extensional flow is only possible at low extension 
rates due to dehydration 
5 
 Protein acidification prior to extensional flow is required for fibre formation 
 Protein acidification alone cannot induce structural changes in silk proteins 
 The structure of silk fibres and their mechanical properties depend on the 
amount of protein acidification prior to extensional stretching and the 
spinning speed 
 Rate of work input can describe the combined influence of protein 
acidification and spinning speed 
 Mechanical and structural properties depend on rate of work input during 
fibre formation 
 Fibres were spun from native silk proteins ex vivo 
6 
 Silk protein dilution and reconcentration does not change the flow 
behaviour of silk proteins 
 Bombyx mori silk proteins taken from different cocoon stages show a 
distinct flow and aggregation behaviour 
 Ca2+ ions form salt bridges between silk molecules and thus increase the 
viscosity and prevent molecular alignment and aggregation 
 K+ ions reduce molecular interaction between silk chains and allow 
alignment and aggregation 
 Adding LiBr and LiCl to silk proteins induces molecular alignment but 
prevents aggregation 
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A.1 Information on data reported in Table 2 
In literature, fibre properties are reported in different units. For a better comparison, all 
values were converted to MPa/GPa for strength and stiffness, % for extensibility, MJ/m3 for 
toughness and µm for fibre diameter. Below detailed information about the unit conversion 
is provided. 
 
Conversion of toughness values: 
Ø kJ/kg in MJ/m3 
The density of silk is assumed to be 1.35 g/cm3 (1350 kg/m3) 
Example: 
50 kJ/kg × 1350 kg/m3 = 67.5 MJ/m3  
Conversion of fineness values in diameter (µm): 
Ø dtex in µm 
A circular cross-sectional area and a density of 1.35 g/cm3 of the fibres are assumed for 
this calculation.318-319 







d - fibre diameter in µm. 
f  - fibre fineness in dtex. 
rsilk - density of the silk fibre in g/cm3. 
Ø den in µm 
The fibre fineness in denier can be converted to dtex by multiplying the denier value by 
10/9. 
(A1) 
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Example: 
2 den × 10/9 = 2.22 dtex 
For the conversion to diameter in µm the dtex value can be used with equation (1). 
 
Conversion of stress and stiffness values: 
 
Ø cN/dtex in MPa 
The value in cN/dtex is first multiplied by the reported fibre fineness in dtex and divided by 
100 to get N. The fineness is then converted into a diameter in mm. By dividing the value 
in N by the cross-sectional area of the fibre in mm2, the stress value is converted to N/mm2, 
which is equivalent to MPa. 
 
Ø gf/d (also termed as gf/den, g/d or gpd) in MPa 
The value in gf/d is multiplied by the reported fibre fineness in denier, and then converted 
from gf to N. The fineness in denier is then converted into a diameter in mm. By dividing 
the value in N by the cross-sectional area of the fibre in mm2, the stress value is converted 
to N/mm2, which is equivalent to MPa. 
 
Missing values: 
In some publications only some or none of the properties are directly reported. Where 
possible these values where extracted from stress-strain graphs or images. 
Values from stress-strain graphs were extracted using the software PlotDigitizer. Diameter 
values from SEM images were measured using ImageJ320. 
All data that was either converted or extracted from a graph or image is clearly marked by 
a superscript. 
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